Mashita opens downtown
brick-and-mortar restaurant to
serve Korean-inspired dishes
Kailey Cheng
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JMU increases number of students
accepted into nursing program

Religious haunted houses shouldn’t be
designed to scare attendees about their
beliefs and choices

JMU field hockey’s Miranda Rigg
found success in her swtich from
ice hockey to field hockey
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MONTH OF SUPPORT
Shenandoah Automotive supports breast
cancer patients during breast cancer
awareness month
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Shenandoah Automotive provides relief to those
with breast cancer throughout the month

This is the third year Faught has offered the service, helping over 50 women since it began.
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By BRICE ESTES
The Breeze

Three years ago, Steven Faught learned
that his close friend, Kara Hulver, the
mother of three children under 10, had
been diagnosed with breast cancer.
“When I was first diagnosed, he said,
‘I just feel helpless,’” Hulver said. “‘I want
to do something. I want to help people.
I want to benefit someone, but I don’t
know what to do.’ Through his auto shop,
he was able to provide a service that can
sometimes go unnoticed.”
Faught’s
garage,
Shenandoah
Automotive, offered 24 breast cancer
survivors and fighters free oil changes
earlier this month and has engaged in
various fundraising activities in honor
of Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
This is the third year Faught has offered
this service, helping over 50 women
throughout the years.
Hulver said she felt “honored” Faught
cared so deeply for her journey that he
was moved to take action.
“It means the world to some people,”
Faught, the owner of Shenandoah
Automotive, said. “A $30 to $40 oil change
is something that most people don’t really
think about, but when you’re doing chemo
treatments two to three times a week, it
just doesn’t get done. It’s something we
can take off their plate.”
Local parts distributors donated oil,
filters, wiper blades and air filters this
year so the auto shop could provide
greater relief for the women.
“There’s a lot of travel involved in cancer
treatment,” Hulver said. “It’s hard when
you’re going through it to remember
the little things … Something that he
probably sees as so small can be very
big for patients who are still undergoing
treatment.”
The shop’s charity for Breast Cancer
Awareness Month doesn’t stop at oil
changes. It’s also selling raffle tickets for

community donated items like restaurant
gift cards and toys. Additionally, it’s
auctioning off a black and white painting
of a woman’s silhouette that hangs in the
lobby, presented by an artist who paints a
canvas each year to raise money. The auto
shop has raised $3,000 so far this year,
which is its largest annual sum since the
event’s creation. Shenandoah Automotive
also sponsored Saturday’s Annual 5K
Race to Beat Breast Cancer.
Faught supplied breakfast and lunch
for the women while they waited in the
reception area during their oil change. He
said he’s made lifelong friends through
the discussions he’s had with women he’s
met through the event.
Lisa Cupp has been cancer-free since
June 2015. She’s a single mother of two
and hasn’t been able to work for the
past month due to the recovery process
resulting from her sixth surgery. Cupp
said Shenandoah Automotive providing
her with a free oil change “put more
money back in [her] pocket” and allowed
her the opportunity for fellowship with
people who’ve walked a similar journey.
She said there’s no outlet in Harrisonburg
for women with breast cancer to meet,
which was a struggle for her throughout
her fight.
“You don’t always feel whole after
you’ve had cancer,” Cupp said. “You don’t
always feel your complete self. It’s nice
to be able to talk to someone else that’s
going through it or has gone through it.”
Last year, one of the fundraiser’s regular
customers died a week before the event.
She was the mother of a seven-year-old
boy. Faught said she donated giveaway
items to be auctioned before she died of
breast cancer.
“Listening to her talk about the doctors
telling her that she’s going to have one
more birthday with her son, and she’s
going to have one more Christmas with
her son — that was tough stuff to listen to,”
Faught said.

Sharon Grandle has taken her car to be
repaired at Faught’s garage for 10 years. She
was diagnosed in May 2016 with an invasive
form of breast cancer that “spreads like
wildfire.” She performed a self-examination
five months before her mammogram was
due and discovered a small tumor. Grandle
is now three years cancer-free and said she
feels “very blessed” to be alive.
“I can’t get the message out quick enough
for people to do the self-examinations
because it saved my life,” Grandle said.
“Had I waited for the mammogram when
it was due, it would have already gone into
the bone.”
Faught discovered Grandle had cancer
when she began to lose her hair and wore
a “chemo cap” into the shop. He invited her
to get her oil changed for free at the event.
Grandle said the free oil change “gave [her]
such a lift” and will make the community
stronger.
“Spreading goodwill and kindness is
needed in this world today,” Grandle said.
“We need more people like Steven Faught.”
Faught said he noticed that younger
women attend the event than he expected.
He said he hopes the shop’s fundraising
increases awareness about the disease so
that more people perform potentially lifesaving self-examinations.
Hulver and Cupp said they hope other
businesses in the community to find a
cause “near to their heart” that they can
help through their service as Faught and
Shenandoah Automotive was able to do.
“This takes one of those regular life things
you have forgotten about or may not have the
money to do, and he takes care of it,” Hulver
said. “Something that he probably sees as so
small can be very big for patients who are still
undergoing treatment.”
CONTACT Brice Estes at estes2ba@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of
JMU and Harrisonburg news, follow the
news desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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foot inside a performance arts hall.”
Later on the Council’s agenda, Chief of
Police Eric English requested that council
members amend several city ordinances
that regulate the Harrisonburg Police
Department’s auxiliary police force. Auxiliary
police officers assist regular officers during
emergencies and when the number of regular
officers is insufficient, such as during parades
and special events. The Council unanimously
voted to approve English’s petition.
One of the chief’s concerns was about
revising the ordinance sections to be
consistent with applicable state law. He
also said he wished to increase the potential
number of auxiliary officers from 25 to 35.
Harrisonburg Police Department had no
plans as of Tuesday to expand the auxiliary
force to that many officers because it would
need to be approved as part of the budgeting
process. The current cost to equip an auxiliary
officer is approximately $11,000.
The chief of police also wanted to modify
the residency and age requirements to be
consistent with regular police officers. With
the Council’s approval, the auxiliary officers
will now have to reside within a one hour
commute of the Public Safety Building, be
at least 21 years of age and retire from their
sworn position by the time they turn 70.
The final adjustment to the auxiliary police
force made by the Council Tuesday will offer
more flexibility to the chief in determining what
conflicts of interest should disqualify people from
becoming an auxiliary officer. This amendment
will benefit a local firefighter who’s interested in
becoming an auxiliary police officer. With the
change, once the fire chief gives approval, the
firefighter’s application can be considered.

@BreezeNewsJMU

“Celebration of Local Arts” in partnership with
several nonprofits and businesses downtown
to commemorate its anniversary and to unveil
the installation of the “Language of Love”
sculpture.
“By virtue of the wide variety of cultural
heritages, ethnicities and countries of origin
present, our city has a unique culture that
should be celebrated and cultivated,” the
sculpture’s artist, Jeff Guinn, said. “I hope
that this sculpture will help contribute to that
cultivation.”
The sculpture will mimic the silhouette
of mountains and water in tribute to the
Shenandoah Valley’s physical geography.
The piece will also represent the “movement
of shared language and experiences between
people,” which isn’t static, but “exchanged and
experienced.” The art will stand behind the
Arts Council building downtown, and, during
the “Celebrate Local Arts” event, members of
the community will paint it in a palette of blue
with a series of stencils.
The Smith House Galleries is one of the
Arts Council’s programs outlined in their
three-year plan. Last year, over 2,700 people
frequented the gallery, which features the
work of emerging and established artists in 11
exhibitions throughout the year. For National
Poetry Month in April, Virginia Poet Laureate
Henry Hart visited the exhibit.
Burden reported that 33 venues participated
in First Fridays Downtown, an effort by retail
shops, restaurants, galleries and museums to
support the downtown art and cultural district
by exhibiting artwork on the first Friday
evening of every month.
Burden also detailed that 6,500 kindergarten
through eighth grade students benefited from
the Any Given Child program, which strives
to introduce students to live arts experiences.
Any Given Child took entire grade levels to see
performances at the Forbes Center, which, for
many, was the “first time they have stepped

@thebreezenews

At this week’s city council meeting, debate
continued on the request for a special use
permit to build a six-story, 375-bedroom
housing complex near the intersection of Neff
Avenue and Reservoir Street, complete with
retail stores, restaurants and a convenience
store, pool and gym. At the last council
meeting, more than 30 residents of the
adjacent Woodland subdivision attended
to show their opposition to the project.
Councilman Chris Jones said he found it
“disturbing” and “objectifying” that the
neighbors used the word “outsiders” to
describe the college students who would live
in the complex instead of typical JMU offcampus housing.
“College students are residents of
Harrisonburg and have the same rights and
freedoms as any other resident,” Jones said.
“Families and single-family homeowners are
no better or no more important than a single
person who lives in an apartment.”
Councilman
George
Hirschmann,
however, said he disagrees with Jones. He
said he believed that the petition signed
by 68 Woodland residents was an “outcry”
he couldn’t ignore. Hirschmann said the
homeowners who would be impacted by

the complex’s construction have “earned
to keep their neighborhood” through their
activism and attendance.
Councilman Sal Romero also opposed the
proposal. He said he’d rather see affordable
public housing built on the land instead
of more apartments geared toward college
students. Councilman Richard Baugh,
however, said it’s not the Council’s place to
determine if college students should inhabit
the lot.
“We’re not in the business of telling people
who you can rent to,” Baugh said.
Baugh said even if the Council denied
the permit, the land is still zoned to allow
developers to build townhouses without the
Council’s permission. Baugh said college
students would most likely occupy the
townhouses anyway, and he’s “tired” of seeing
new townhouse developments.
Mayor Deanna Reed cast the deciding vote
to approve the permit alongside Jones and
Baugh. Reed urged constituents in attendance
to re-evaluate the way they think about the
college students who live in Harrisonburg.
“They’re half of our population, and we
need to figure out how we are going to live
together,” Reed said.
The Council also heard from Executive
Director of the Arts Council of the Valley
Jenny Burden, who delivered a report on
the progress of the Arts Council’s three-year
plan to “cultivate the arts” and “connect
communities,” as their revised mission
statement says. Her review came nearly one
year after the plan’s implementation.
Burden said that since the organization was
created, the Arts Council has awarded more
than $350,000 to artists and art educators
in the Shenandoah Valley through their
Advancing the Arts grants, and the past year,
it’s awarded $10,935 to 13 recipients.
2020 is the Arts Council’s 20th anniversary.
The organization will host an event called

CONTACT Brice Estes at estes2ba@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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An impressive stay in Tampa Bay
JMU alumna recognized in business journal

The Breeze
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By KAMRYN KOCH
The Breeze

Each year, the Tampa Bay Business
Journal recognizes 40 leaders and innovators
under 40 years old in the local business
community. JMU alumna Jennifer Addabbo
(’02) has been recognized in this year’s list of
honorees due to the success of her company
CU Engage.
Addabbo partnered with her former boss
in January 2014 to start the company, which
focuses on helping credit unions with the
vendor evaluation and selection process.
Though she didn’t think of herself as a
business owner at the time, the support of
both her husband and her former boss gave
her the confidence to take the initial leap
and become CEO.
Addabbo graduated from JMU with a
major in media arts and design with a
concentration in journalism. Since freshman
orientation, she was intrigued by media
and broadcast, but after an internship at an
ABC News affiliate in Tampa, she realized
broadcasting wasn’t the route she wanted
to take. She decided to focus her efforts on
business and corporate marketing after
figuring out that she wanted to be more in
control of where she would work rather than
having to move around the country.
“The flexibility to pick and choose what
interested me at the time really gave me an
eyes-wide-open perspective of what my
skills were instead of feeling like I was forced

down a tunnel of classes that weren’t really
applicable,” Addabbo said. “I feel like it gave
me a full, well-rounded perspective of what
I might be able to do in the business world.”
Addabbo was notified in July that she was
one of over 700 applicants submitted to the
40 Under 40 list. The Tampa Bay Business
Journal then provided her a questionnaire
that asked details about the company’s
growth and Addabbo’s background.
After she sent it in and it was reviewed
by their judging committee, she was told in
September that she was selected. Francesca
Purcell, a close friend and alumna (’02),
wasn’t shocked at Addabbo’s recognition
because of her familiarity with Addabbo’s
drive for success and her ability to connect
easily with others.
“I’m not surprised, honestly,” Purcell said.
“She’s such a go-getter. She’s just one of those
awesome people that you love knowing, and
she couldn’t deserve it more. I could not be
more proud of her.”
CU Engage now has approximately 40
employees and has completed over 345
projects with more than $1 billion in savings
and incentives for its clients. Addabbo said
she considers being CEO an enlightening
experience that comes with some drawbacks.
“It’s been super eye-opening but also very
stressful,” Addabbo said. “The decisions that
you make are not just affecting you; they’re
affecting the people that work for you and
their families. There’s a lot of pressure and
stress around that, so you have to balance.”

1476 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA
grilledcheesemania.com
Monday–Saturday
11am – 7pm
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FOLLOW THE MANIA

PHOTOS COURTESY OF JENNIFER ADDABBO

CU Engage has approximately 40 employees and has completed over 345 projects.
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As a JMU student, Addabbo was
quick to establish a close group of
friends through participating in
activities like club lacrosse and her
sorority — Sigma Kappa. Addabbo
met both Purcell and Katie Hessen
(’02) during orientation, and they
eventually became roommates and
sorority sisters. Seventeen years after
graduating, they still make an effort to
keep in touch despite busy work and

family schedules.
“Jenny is a tremendous friend,” Hessen
said. “She has a really engaging personality.
I’m sure she connects with people on a
personal level very well, and they feel very
comfortable doing business with her.”
CONTACT Kamryn Koch at kochkr@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of
JMU and Harrisonburg news, follow
the news desk on Twitter 			

@thebreezenews
@BreezeNewsJMU

Addabbo was one of over 700 applicants submitted to the list.
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JMU’s nursing program accepts more
students in response to nationwide

By
ISABELA
GLADSTON
The Breeze

In September, JMU’s nursing program
accepted 23 more students, which equates
to a 25% increase in acceptance. The
jump means the most recently accepted
class amounted to a total of 113 students,
as opposed to the 90 accepted in past
admission cycles.
Jamie Robinson, associate director of
undergraduate programs, said the nursing
shortage across the country has to do with
why JMU increased the number of students
accepted. The first reason for the shortage
is the generation of Baby Boomers who are
getting older.
“Those individuals are aging now and

requiring more health care resources,
and that means that we need to have more
nurses,” Robinson said. The second reason
is because most nurses are above age 40,
which means many nurses are of retirement
age. So, considering we have an increased
need for nurses and then more nurses
retiring, it puts you in a place where you
have a shortage.”
She said another reason the program
wanted to accept more students is because
of the number of qualified applicants who
apply each cycle. They spoke with their
clinical partners and decided they had room
to do a 25% increase in admittance.
This decision has been popular with
students, one of them being junior Emily
Edens. Edens, who was accepted into the
nursing program this past September, said

s h e
feels that admitting
more students was a smart idea on the
program’s part.
“It is a great thing for deserving students
that have the grades and scores to get in
the program, so obviously, it’s good for
the students,” Edens said. “But I mean,
for Virginia as a whole, pushing out more
nursing students into areas that need
nurses, I mean, it can only benefit people.”
Since the nursing program at JMU is so
competitive, Edens said that the process she
went through to get in was a long and hard
one. The number of students who apply
changes each admission cycle, but it used to
be that only 90 students got in based solely
on their GPA and four prerequisite classes,
which are math, chemistry and two biology
classes. They’re also asked to write a short
essay on what influenced them to pursue
nursing as a career.
“It was really stressful wondering, is my

score good enough?” Edens said. “‘Does
somebody have a higher score than me?
Where do I fall on the spectrum of these
scores?’”
Similarly, Sarah Sturtevant, who got
into the program last spring, said she was
stressed out applying to the program.
“Before starting the program, you have
to have all A’s to get in, so everyone is
competing with all of these other people
who are applying, and it’s just a super
stressful time,” Sturtevant said.
She said the fact that they opened all of
these spots is a great thing.
“Once they hit that 90 mark, 10 people
after them could have the same score as
the 90, so I think this opens up a lot more
opportunities for deserving students to get
in,” Sturtevant said.
Now, the first 113 highest scores get in,
and if there are any neck-and-neck scores,
they go down to the 1,000th decimal place to
break ties. The students’ essays are used as a
tie-breaking method as well.
To accommodate the increase in students,
Robinson said that they’re hiring five more
professors so that students will have more
clinical sections. They’ll also break up
some of their classes into two sections so
there aren’t too many students in one class.
Robinson said she thinks getting into the
program will be easier for students who are
qualified.
“I don’t know to what degree because
the amount of students that apply to each
admission cycle varies, so I think just having
more opportunity for admission is helpful for
our students,” Robinson said.
CONTACT Isabela Gladston at gladstia@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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Preeminent early American scholar will discuss the impact
of women in the founding of America

NOVEMBER 4, WILSON HALL, 6 pm
The Madison Vision Series is a lecture series honoring James
Madison’s conviction that cultivating an informed and educated
citizenry is essential to the health of our democracy. The series
brings scholars, thinkers and leaders from all backgrounds to
campus for lively explorations of issues facing our society.

The event is free
and open to the
public. Parking
will be available in
the Mason Street
parking deck.
For more, go to j.mu/civic
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Want to praise someone
or get something off
your chest? Darts &
Pats is the place to do
it. Submit your own at
breezejmu.org.
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Scared into

salvation

A “my-legs-are-tired”
dart to HDPT for not having
a bus when they usually do
and making me walk to ISAT.
From a guy who got there
late and missed the quiz.
A huge “thank-you” pat
to supportive friends of
anatomy students.
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From those who appreciate
you a tensor fasciae latae!
A “do-better” dart to The
Breeze for giving Angry
Preacher Man an article last
week, which will do nothing
but validate him and other
radicals.
From someone who wants to
see fewer people on campus
spreading their radical
beliefs.
An “I’m-drowning” dart
to the sheer amount of
homework I’ve had in the
last two weeks.
From a girl who should
probably stop putting off her
work in favor of Netflix.

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

Evangelical Halloween hell houses often prey on the fears
of sins to convince visitors to convert
ALLISON BAXTER | what now?
Weekends in
the fall are often
spent
around
pumpkin patches,
apple orchards
and
bonfires.
However, there
are also spooky
activities
like
haunted forests,
haunted
corn
mazes and ghost
tours.
And, of course, there’s always a haunted
house: the house at the end of the block that
everyone in the neighborhood races past,
the house with a scary backstory that makes
one’s skin crawl. Most of the time, these
haunted houses’ backstories are invented to
profit off the Halloween season, according to
Hustle.
There’s a specific type of haunted house
that many evangelical communities create
every year. It’s referred to as a hell house. In
hell houses, different scenarios are shown to
invoke fear in individuals concerning where
they’ll end up after they die. According
to Ranker, real-life situations regarding
abortions, drug use and those in the LGBTQ
community are shown being punished for
going against what the Bible preaches as sin.
The last scene is usually a portrayal of heaven.

Essentially, the goal is to scare people into
salvation, according to an article from Vice.
These hell houses can be a way to satisfy the
thrillseeker in evangelicals, Halloween but
Christian.
The Cut reports that a problem with
the goal of hell houses is that many of its
attendants already come from religious
institutions and backgrounds and already
consider themselves Christians.
Liberty University in Lynchburg, Virginia,
puts on their own hell house every year
called Scaremare. As someone who’s from
the area, it’s a big part of fall culture to go to
Scaremare with friends. This is a tradition
I refused to participate in. Something about
waiting in line for two hours to be chased
around by a clown with a chainsaw didn’t
appeal to me.
Compared to other hell houses, Scaremare
is on the milder and less graphic side, a
mix of traditional haunted house elements
and religious scenes. Churches can run
different variations of typical hell house
scenes that also vary in levels of violence.
Trinity Church in Dallas created a hell
house so controversial it was featured in a
documentary in 2002. In 1999, The New York
Times reported the church was criticized for
depicting scenes of the Columbine High
School shooting only six months after it had
occurred. The shooters were shown being

dragged to hell by demons for their actions.
If a church needs help putting together
its hell house, it can purchase a kit for $299,
according to Pacific Standard. The kit gives
step by step instructions for creating fearful
scenes of drunk driving, suicide and abuse.
According to Ranker, some situations
depicted in hell houses showcase a person
struggling with mental health issues. The
culmination of the scene doesn’t usually
end with the person getting better but
rather, it shows them succumbing to the
issues. In an era where mental health is
already stigmatized, hell houses aren’t
making people feel better about struggling
with their mental health.
On the Scaremare website, within its
mission statement is the phrase, “Ironically,
this House of Death points to the Way of
Life!” Fear of death can be used to encourage
people to live life to the fullest, but the
context it’s presented in by hell houses is that
fear should make one reach out for a religious
solution. Evangelicals shouldn’t use hell
houses to scare people into religion. Salvation
should occur naturally and willingly instead
of as the result of fear.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their
opinions through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no
longer than 250 words. Guest columns must be no more than 650
words.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length,
grammar and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear.
The Breeze assumes the rights to any published work. Opinions
expressed in this page, with the exception of editorials, are not
necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via
e-mail and must include name, phone number, major/year if author
is a current student (or year of graduation), professional title (if
applicable) and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.

Allison Baxter is a junior media arts
& design and communication studies
double major. Contact Allison at
baxte2ae@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Hold Facebook accountable
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Deliberate false advertisments could be
controlled, and Facebook lets them happen

ALLIE BOULIER | allie’s argument
language, thanks to Bethel
School District v. Fraser (1986).
Since fake news has the means
to intentionally sway the
public’s opinion on political
matters and candidates from
false pretenses, it’s possible it
couldn’t qualify for protection
under freedom of speech. The
key here is one word: intent.
Politicians are intentionally
utilizing misinformation to
sway the public and benefit
their political agenda. This
can be compared to Supreme
Court cases that have been
ruled on based on intent of
free speech, such as in Debs
v. United States (1919), which
ruled that anti-war speech
was intentionally preventing
recruiting efforts.
Zuckerberg is merely taking advantage of
the vague and brief language used to describe
the freedom of speech. While spreading false
advertising may in fact be protected by the
Constitution under the freedom of speech,
it’s certainly harmful to the country. In other
words, just because someone can do something
doesn’t necessarily mean they should.
Fake news ultimately benefits politicians who
profit off a misinformed and uninformed public.
Facebook has the resources and capabilities to

RACHEL OLP / CONTRIBUTING GRAPHIC DESIGNER

be more than a microphone for the public and to
protect the general population from intentional
harm spread on its platform. Deciding what to
censor, what to allow and what method of flagging
to use isn’t an easy or simple decision, but it’s a
necessary one. For the common good of the public
and America’s democracy, Zuckerberg owes the
world a safe and accurate platform.

@TheBreezeOp

minimum of five percentage points, according
to Phys.org. This was accomplished through a
strategy called microtargeting — specifically
targeting users by known characteristics such as
political leanings, gender and region.
While microtargeting is frightening, its
core issue is the intentional spread of false
information. Although Facebook isn’t the only
website spreading fake news, it’s often the tool
utilized by politicians who wish to. Zuckerberg
made an interesting argument in his over
40-minute speech at Georgetown. He said that
Facebook is essentially a microphone for the
people to spread different types of opinions,
but there’s a significant difference between an
opinion and an unsubstantiated claim. Opinions
don’t involve lies or incorrect information.
Rather, they’re merely a perspective based off
the facts of a situation as well as one’s personal
background. The entire speech sounded like
Zuckerberg attempting to shrug off Facebook’s
responsibility, instead placing the blame solely
on the politicians creating the ads. The reality is
that it’s both easier and cheaper for Facebook
to defend its position rather than to begin
censoring fake ads.
Facebook claims its policies of allowing
and not fact-checking false ads are in the best
interest of the freedom of speech. Although
not explicitly stated in the Constitution, it’s
widely known that freedom of speech isn’t
without its limits. For example, a school can
suspend a student for using violent or explicit

@breezejmu

The
difference
between a lie and
the truth on the
internet has become
more
blurred.
Political
lenses,
varying
sources,
polarization
and
social media are all
involved,
though
to what extent, the
world can only
guess. However, if an
outlet is repeatedly spreading false information,
it’s in the best interest of the general public and
democracy to stop it. Enter Facebook.
It can occasionally be difficult to identify
false information at first sight. The truth could
be exaggerated, or an aspect of the whole truth
might be ignored. Nevertheless, there’s still fake
information that’s easy to identify. For example,
Elizabeth Warren, a candidate for the 2020
presidency, recently intentionally submitted a
false ad to Facebook stating Mark Zuckerberg
supports Trump in order to prove Facebook isn’t
ready for the 2020 election.
In defense of Warren, the impact social
media and false advertising on the 2016
election is still unknown, leaving much room
for concern. However, there’s evidence that
political advertising on social media platforms
such as Facebook were successful at convincing
undecided voters to vote for Trump by a

Allie Boulier is a freshman biology major.
Contact Allie at boulieas@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Future of farms

@TheBreezeOp

@breezejmu

CHARLIE JONES | piece of mind

presented an entirely new set of problems;
however, this pressing situation presents
an opportunity to solve many problems for
millennials.
As farming has consolidated into massive
operations in the Central U.S., it’s created a
slew of problems, one of which is the overreliance of population centers and areas
far away from what Slate describes as “the
country’s farming powerhouse” — the
Midwest — on the transportation of goods.
Throughout most of human history, the
innovation of farming allowed our ancestors
to become independent by allowing
each community to grow its food. Locally
sourced food production was accomplished
through the growth of smaller family-owned
homestead operations.
As humanity aggressively urbanized in
the 20th century, most Americans living in
cities eschewed this old way of life, paving
the way for grocery stores, supermarkets
and centralized farming. According to the
Economic History Association’s summary
of U.S. Department of Agriculture data, the
mass output of these mega-farms offset
the increase in price for shipping produce

into the cities; however, the dramatic drop
in prices starved out the remaining smaller
family-owned farms. Not to mention, The
Guardian reports that the massive increase
in shipping led to carbon dioxide emissions
from shipping climbing to 4.5% of total
carbon output, which directly affects the
current climate crisis.
CNBC reported that “large farms with
over $1 million in sales account for only
4% of all farms but 66% of all sales.” To cut
costs and make these large profits, many of
these large mega-farms use unsustainable
practices. One of the most controversial of
these practices is the increase in pesticide
use. The U.S. Geological Survey reported
that Americans use nearly 1 billion pounds of
pesticides per year.
Additionally, they’ve found that soil doesn’t
act as a protective filter between pesticides
and groundwater, which potentially puts the
groundwater of millions of people at risk of
contamination. Besides inordinate pesticide
use, many of these mega-farms practice
mono-cropping, where countless acres of
land are devoted to the growth of a single crop,
which can increase the threat of infestation,

Gluten -Friendly Deli & Bakery Breakfast ALL DAY!
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The New York
Times
reported
that
in
1920,
nearly 30.2% of the
U.S.
population
was working on
a farm, but as of
2012, the Federal
Reserve said that
number was down
to nearly 1.5%.
The
World
Population Clock
shows that during that time, the world
population ballooned from roughly 1.8
billion people to 7.7 billion. The agricultural
industry adapted to this population spike
through technological innovation and farm
consolidation. According to The Washington
Post, the number of individual farms has
steadily decreased, while the average size of
farms has grown exponentially.
The Washington Post also reported that
the largest 10% of farms in America control
nearly 70% of the total cropland available
in the country. Many of these farms grew to
this size through consolidation, which has

Millennials could
solve more problems
than just their own
with farms

www.cinnbear.com

540.433.2867

600 E. University Blvd. Harrisonburg, VA
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@breezejmu
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To adapt to the environmental challenges of the 21st
century, America must refocus its model for agricultural
production back on sustainable and self-sufficient small
farms. This need for willing farmers comes at a time when
millennials are struggling for work. Forbes reported that
in 2016, the unemployment rate of millennials stood at a
staggering 12.8% compared to the 4.9% national average.
Additionally, millennials value careers that offer the
opportunity to make meaningful changes over jobs providing
just another paycheck, and according to CNBC, they lag in
homeownership when compared to Generation X and baby
boomers at the same age. Enticing millennials to go into
farm ownership could provide the opportunity to perform
meaningful work on their terms with land left over for a
home while also promoting the deurbanization of already
overcrowded cities.
Most millennials probably picture farming as it was a
century ago; however, recent innovation has changed what
can constitute farming. Recent developments surrounding
the new applications of cannabis and loosened regulations
have created many new farms. Also, new research on
sustainable ocean agriculture has opened farmland in places
seemingly unimaginable before.
According to The Wall Street Journal, even the solar
industry has invested in small farming by incentivizing “solar
farmers” who are trained in basic electrical engineering and
manage localized solar production for communities. This
isn’t your grandfather’s farming. The field of agricultural
research is at the forefront of innovation, providing
millennials the opportunity to apply their highly specialized
science, technology, engineering and math educations for
the greater good.
Booker T. Washington once said, “No race can prosper till it
learns there is as much dignity in tilling a field as in writing a
poem,” and he couldn’t be more correct. Although the nature of
farming has changed drastically over the past century, it’s still one
of the most important pillars of American society and remains one
of the best mediums for solving the problems of our time. If the
government would properly subsidize and incentivize innovative
and self-sufficient small farming, especially for younger citizens,
then we could create a more sustainable world for everyone.
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Charlie Jones is a freshman public policy & administration
Farming can be more than just growing crops. It can include raising animals, harvesting solar energy and conducting ocean agriculture.
major. Contact Charlie at jones7cr@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Beneath the
surface

Campus
Outfits
Show your colors proud and true,
we have the JM swag for you!

More attention needs to be given to those
in psychologically abusive relationships

Contact us at:
540-435-6333
campusoutfits@gmail.com
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Gas Station – ATM – Convenience Grocery
Excellent selection of craft
beer & wine and fantastic deals on
domestic favorites!
810 Port Republic Rd. Harrisonburg, VA
540-217-2264
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see PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSE, page 13

(Back side of building)
Junction of Devon Ln. & Port Republic Rd.
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According to A Voice for the Innocent,
emotional trauma stays with a person and
shapes who they are as a person. It can also
leave its own scar — one that isn’t as visible
but physically affects brain development and
the ability to process emotions and stress.
A Voice for the Innocent also explains how
psychological abuse is dangerous, as it can lead
to clinical depression or anxiety disorders.
It may be difficult for one trapped in an
emotionally abusive relationship to leave their
abuser because they’ve been brainwashed into
staying. Those trapped might start putting other
parts of their life on hold in order to keep up
with and please their partner. This could result
in them slowly removing themselves from
friend groups or letting the relationship affect
their schoolwork or job.
According to an article focusing on coping
with emotional abuse from Very Well Mind,
abusive relationships often trap people in
situations they feel they can’t or don’t want to
get out of, no matter the emotional trauma it
puts them through. Abusers can manipulate
their partner into feeling like all the problems in
the relationships are their fault and that no one
else would want to be with them.
People in these types of relationships may
feel as if it’s better to be unhappy than alone.
Abusers don’t have to be violent or attack their
partner for it to be considered abuse. Abusers can
threaten to physically harm themselves if their
partner wants to end the relationship or make
their partner feel responsible for the wellbeing of
their mental health. Mental health issues should
be addressed by a mental health professional;
one’s significant other shouldn’t feel as if their
presence keeps the other afloat.

Find us at:
810 Port Republic Rd.

BreezeVideo

F i n d i n g
oneself
waistdeep in a toxic
relationship and
not
knowing
where to turn,
how
to
talk
about
what’s
going on or how
exactly one got
to this place
is a common
feeling
among
many
trapped
in emotionally abusive relationships. The
causes and symptoms of psychological abuse
can go unnoticed, as it’s not commonly
discussed in society, but it remains a severe
type of domestic violence.
In order to combat domestic violence,
JMU has adopted the Green Dot program.
According to JMU’s website, The University
Health Center Green Dot is an evidencebased interactive program focused on
building skills to intervene in and prevent
power-based personal violence in one’s
community.
While sexual violence and rape culture
are serious and prevalent issues that need
awareness, psychological and emotional abuse
might fall by the wayside in discussions of sexual
violence prevention. Just because the bruises
aren’t visible doesn’t mean they aren’t real and
dangerous. Domestic violence is a prevalent
issue on college campuses. One in three
adolescents in the U.S. is a victim of physical,
sexual, emotional or verbal abuse from a dating
partner — a figure that far exceeds rates of
other types of youth violence, according to The
National Council on Crime and Delinquency.

Oct. 26
10am – 3pm

The Breeze

REBECCA CUTSINGER | let’s duke it out

Oct. 25
12pm – 6pm
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PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSE | It doesn’t have to be physical to be real

BreezeVideo

The Breeze

@TheBreezeOp

from page 15

While incidents of physical, sexual or
domestic abuse as well as rape and stalking
are more commonly discussed in the media
and culture today as important issues society
needs to end, it’s vital that psychological
abuse is highlighted. The public can’t see it,
and the victims might not understand the
danger they’re in. As a community, people
need to watch out for one another and know
the signs of emotional abuse.
Andrea Mathews, a licensed professional

counselor
and
certified
counseling
supervisor, defines emotional abuse in an
article in Psychology Today as an attempt
to control someone in just the same way
that physical abuse is an attempt to control
another person, though they use emotion as
their weapon of choice. The most common
red flags are tactics meant to undermine
one’s self-esteem.
Abusers also try to isolate their partner
so they rely more on them. They might
make backhanded comments about friends
or family to try to manipulate how their

Meey, cheddary

pimento cheese

biscuit

partner views those people. Abusers put
their emotional needs first and belittle
their partner’s feelings, making them seem
insignificant or meaningless. Victims often
find themselves excusing their partner’s
behavior to friends and family, saying things
like, “He’s just going through a lot right now,”
or “She’s just overprotective sometimes.
It comes from love, don’t worry.” This is a
dangerous trap to fall in.
Everyone should know the signs and be
willing to have a frank conversation with
someone who may be in danger. It’s important

to be someone who stands up for others and
not simply a bystander. Referring someone
to a relationship counselor or therapist is
a great way to introduce professional help.
Green Dot should seriously consider adding
emotion abuse awareness to its curriculum
and focus. Psychological abuse is real and
just as important to combat as physical sexual
violence or rape culture.

Women’s Health Care
Focused on
You Care
Women’s
Health
Focused on You

Rebecca Cutsinger is a freshman media
arts and design major. Contact Rebecca
at cutsinrj@dukes.jmu.edu.

• GYN Care
• Next Day Appointments
• Abortion Services
• Free Pregnancy Testing
• STD Testing
• Walk In Emergency
Contraceptive

Give us a call at
breezejmu.org

(434) 973-4888
2321 Commonwealth Dr.
Charlottesville, VA 22901
www.wholewomanshealth.com
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Limited time oﬀer.

Free pimento cheese biscuit
(with purchase)
Coupon valid at Harrisonburg,
Staunton, Winchester, and
Charlottesville, VA locations.
Limited time oﬀer. Expires 12/30/19. Cannot be combined with other oﬀers. One time use.
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JMU 2020 Winter Session
1 credit hour courses ~ Jan 6 - 10
Labs ~ Professional development ~ Electives
On-campus ~ Online

Make the long winter break productive.
You’re coming back for spring—just come back a week early.

https://www.jmu.edu/wintersession
IMPORTANT INFORMATION:


In-state tuition: $395 on-campus; $445 online



Non-VA resident tuition: $962 on-campus; $1,012 online



Search for section WSXX



Enroll during your spring enrollment appointment





Dorms are closed. Students enrolling in on-campus courses MUST have
off-campus residence, transportation, etc.
Campus services (food, transportation, etc.) are limited or closed.
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Marc Henry Monk
“I’m currently the president of the
club PlayMU on campus, which is JMU’s
biggest video game organization. Every
year, we run an event called Extra Life,
which is a charity event that’s run pretty
much globally at this point that supports
Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals.
And how it works is different teams are
formed in different places, and they all
stream video games online for 24 hours
straight as a team, as a collective, to
raise money and have people donate
to charity. That money gets donated to
Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals
and put towards cancer research and
stuff like that but also towards paying
off medical bills for kids’ families who
can’t afford it.”
“For us at PlayMU, we’ve been doing
Extra Life for that past couple years,
and how we do it is break it down into
a bunch of different shifts. So, everyone
takes, like, an hour-long shift of the 24
hours, and we just go all the way through.
This year is gonna be my second year in
a row on the team running the event, so
it’s gonna be an awesome experience.”
“It’s such an amazing experience to
see all these people come together to
support this one cause, keeping such
high energy for the full 24 hours. It’s
insane, but it’s so much fun.”

Watch the video and submit a
nomination on breezejmu.org

Mashita food truck opens downtown storefront
to bring Korean flavors to the ‘Burg

Customers at Mashita enjoy house-made kimbap and bulgogi bibimbap.
By KAILEY CHENG
The Breeze

Mikey Reisenberg had an identity crisis
in high school.
The JMU alumnus (’09) was adopted
from Seoul, South Korea, and grew up in
the Shenandoah Valley, but he always felt
like there was something missing. Raised
in a less racially diverse area, he wanted to
learn more about his Korean culture.
Reisenberg discovered learning the
culture was difficult without knowing the
language, so he said food was the next
available path for him to learn from. He
started cooking and working in restaurants
like the one in the Joshua Wilton House on
South Main Street.
“It must be in my blood,” Reisenberg
said. “Because all my Asian food turned
out much better than the other food I was
trying to cook.”
Now, he’s the owner and executive chef
of Mashita, a recently opened, Koreaninspired restaurant downtown. But, he
couldn’t have done it without starting in

the food truck business.
In 2013, at the end of Reisenberg’s time at
the Joshua Wilton House, he decided to find
a full-time job, but working for a company
wasn’t for him. He said his true love was
“taking care of people, providing good
customer service and being proud of the
products that [he] can produce [himself].”
The young chef dropped all his
applications and invited his sous-chef,
Kevin Chapman, to quit his job at the
same restaurant, live with him and build
a food truck from scratch. Chapman
jumped right in.
The duo got started when Reisenberg
purchased an old step van and named his
business “Mashita,” which is an informal
way of saying “the food is delicious” in
Korean. He said it was a play on who he is.
“Mostly because of me being adopted,
100% Korean born, but also knowing I’m as
American as anyone else in the Shenandoah
Valley, I thought it was a neat way to, kind of,
create our image,” Reisenberg said.
The business was built on buns —
specifically, made-from-scratch steamed

buns topped with a protein of the customer’s
choice. Chapman said the recipe was
adapted from big-time chef David Chang.
“As soon as we ate them, we were like,
‘Man, we’ve gotta do something with these,’”
Chapman said.
They did, and in the past six years,
Mashita has become a hit.
Reisenberg said that before he started,
there was hardly any kind of Korean
cuisine in Harrisonburg. He adopted an
identity for Mashita by mashing Korean
flavors found in authentic cuisine with
popular food items in the Valley, like
fried green tomatoes. It’s been voted Best
Food Truck in the Daily News-Record’s
Best of the Valley almost every year since
it opened. Customer Sean Mullen said
what makes Mashita distinct is “definitely
the food.”
“I’ve been here 14 years, and the stuff
that I see on his menu, I knew I haven’t
seen anywhere else,” Mullen said. “And
that’s what drew me to his food. His flavor
profile is just off the chain.”
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“Now, after six years of
growing, we have one
of the best culinary
identities in downtown
Harrisonburg.”

BreezeVideo
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What also makes Mashita stand out is its taken away by “just having space.” The larger
ability to bring an urban mindset and culture kitchen allows staff members to prep without
to a historically rural area. Still, it’s been moving things out of the way and hitting elbows
influenced by the Valley in positive ways. with one another. Despite this, he finds it
For example, Mashita purchases ingredients difficult to hear customer feedback with the
locally, and the staff cooks each meal from kitchen being a separate room.
“I’m thankful some of our other staff would
scratch.
“Now, after six years of growing, we have come back and tell us people really enjoy
one of the best culinary identities in downtown things,” Chapman said. “That’s something that
Harrisonburg,” Reisenberg said.
makes it easier to cook, though, is hearing
Mashita’s popularity created a foundation people appreciate the stuff you’re doing.”
for a client base and catering department
Reisenberg and Chapman have big plans.
that eventually led to Reisenberg opening a They want to gain name recognition as one
storefront downtown.
of the best restaurants in Harrisonburg, even
On Oct. 1, Reisenberg and his staff formally if Mashita is considered “fast-casual.” They
also hope to undertake
opened the Mashita bricka third expansion
and-mortar, a quaint
that’ll allow them to
space on North Liberty
increase seating area
Street. Customers are
and incorporate a
greeted by a colorful
full-service cocktail
mural, Korean artifacts
bar. Reisenberg said
lining the walls, silver
it might happen
chopsticks atop polished
wood tables and the
sooner than planned,
mouth-watering smell of
considering the
current business
beef bulgogi. Here, lovers
of the food truck can enjoy
they’re making.
“It’s been a really fun
their handmade steamed
experience to see the
buns and ssam — lettuce
business grow, to see
wraps — in a comfy sitMikey Reisenberg
me and my staff grow
down restaurant.
and to establish an
Opening weekend was
Mashita owner and executive chef
identity that is uniquely
nonstop for the staff. It
ours here in this area
had two weddings to cater
where we all grew
to in addition to restaurant
up,” Reisenberg said.
work. Mashita is currently open from 11 a.m. to
7 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday. The greatest CONTACT
Kailey
Cheng
at
challenge is balancing the hectic food truck thebreezeculture@gmail.com. For more on
catering and event schedule with restaurant the culture, arts and lifestyle of the JMU
operations.
and Harrisonburg communities, follow the
But Chapman said one challenge has been culture desk on Twitter @Breeze_Culture.

The Breeze

Mikey Reisenberg (left) and Kevin Chapman work in the kitchen prepping pulled pork.
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From pen to paper
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JMU junior writes songs, mixes his
own music and performs as an
emotional escape
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By TALIA DAVIS
The Breeze

With an idea for a song replaying in
his head, Angus Ebert picks up his guitar
and a pen and starts writing. Once all his
ideas are solid, he records voice tracks
in his studio at home and mixes his own
music in programs like Logic and ProTools,
depending on the instruments he plays.
He typically uses a high-cut equalizer
on most instruments to give the music
an underwater, lo-fi feeling. After he’s
satisfied, he publishes the work through
independent music sites like Spotify,
Apple and Pandora.
This is Ebert’s life on any given day.
The junior political science major isn’t a
stranger to the professional music world.
Originally from Los Angeles, he was always
surrounded by artists. His dad, Jim Ebert
— who’s also a music producer — inspired
him to go into the field. Angus wanted to
make a name for himself.
“At first, I was doing a lot of [the
producing] with my dad because I didn’t
really know the production, and that’s
part of a big reason why I came to JMU,”
Ebert said. “I took a couple of production

classes here and there, and since then, I’ve
recorded all my music on my own or with
friends here at JMU.”
Angus began releasing his own songs
when he was 18 years old. His first original,
titled “Holiday” — a song about his first
real relationship — allowed him to cope
with his emotions and understand himself
as a person at the time he wrote it. The
song also affirmed his talent, as it was his
first real studio experience.
When Angus started out, he promoted
his music solely to his friends and family.
He was too nervous to sing in front of
people, which caused his voice to shake.
Over time, he’s come out of his shell by
performing at gigs and even feels he
performs better while nervous because
his shaky voice sounds more emotional.
Angus spent the summer performing
around Northern Virginia at places like
Jammin Java in Vienna and The Old Brogue
in Great Falls. It was a way to get his voice
out there and reduce his stage fright.
“It’s definitely my main opportunity
for being heard,” Angus said. “Gigging
— there’s nothing like it. You form those
personal connections with people, and
they come to your next gigs.”
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“I remember we had a songwriting class
the following semester, and that was the first
time I really heard his stuff, and it was super
surprising,” Chipouras said. “He’s got a crazy
voice. It was hard to believe [that was his voice].
He’s got such a crazy range, but it was really
cool.”
When it comes to balancing schoolwork and
his music, Angus doesn’t see the tasks as two
separate things. He works on his music when
he has free time, which makes much of his
production the day of. Most of his songs are
thought of on-the-spot, and he immediately
goes into his studio and records it.
“I record a ton of spur of the moment [songs],
and usually, I use those takes as demos,” Angus
said. “But occasionally, a rough take is actually
better for the kind of music I make.”
Matt Bercik, a senior marketing major, first
saw Angus perform at a battle of the bands in
Taylor Down Under on JMU’s campus. When
Bercik saw him perform, he said he was blown
away.
“He’s just really personal, you can tell who he
is by listening to him,” Bercik said. “He’s really
nice, and he knows a lot, but he’s humble. He’s
confident he’s going to do what he’s going to
do.”
Angus enjoys the fact that music is an outlet
for him. From writing to performing, he wants
others to know he doesn’t sugarcoat what he’s
feeling, which is a mantra he lives by every day.
“Pour your heart out inside everything you
do,” Angus said. “Be blunt with your emotions.
Don’t try to make it artsy, don’t try to make it
elegant. Just say what you’re trying to say as
directly as possible.”

@breeze_culture
@Breeze_Culture

When looking for schools to attend, he
wanted one with a music industry program,
and JMU fit his wishes. However, Angus didn’t
want to go into the School of Music since he
said it requires a huge time commitment.
Although he’s minoring in music industry and
wants to go into the field, he also studies his
major as a way to branch into other sectors of
the world.
“I chose political science as my major
because I don’t want to be ‘just’ a musician,”
Angus said. “I want to enact change in the
world and give musicians like me more
representation in the government.”
Ultimately, Angus wants to be able to make
a living writing songs rather than sitting at a
desk every day. Everything he writes relates to
his life.
“I write songs that aren’t only my experiences.
I write a lot of songs that are really personal
but have a lot to do with issues in my family,”
Angus said. “For instance, on [my EP] ‘Faint
of Heart,’ there’s this song called ‘Methadone,’
which deals with heroin abuse in my family.
My uncle passed away from an overdose, so it’s
pretty personal to me.”
For Angus, songwriting releases emotions.
He tries to blend an acoustic aesthetic with
hard, straightforward lyrics for more serious
subject matters. Angus wants to create music
that people can relate to without knowing it
until they hear it through the deeper meanings
that the lyrics suggest. He wants his songs to
evoke emotion in the listeners, even if they
can’t personally relate.
Teddy Chipouras, a senior media arts and
design major, is also a musician and met
Angus in a music industry class. He said they
immediately connected because they both
have reserved personalities. Chipouras said
that once he heard Angus sing, his initial
impressions about the singer and songwriter
immediately changed.

CONTACT Talia Davis at davisty@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Twitter @Breeze_Culture.
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Fall Fun at Back Home on the Farm!
for Ski SeaSon (December-march)

breezejmu.org

Openings in mountain operations and food & beverage

Apply online at

maSSreSortjobS.com

Employees get the best perks on the mountain!
Free access to WaterPark, rec centers, ice skating & more.
Plus Discounts on food & retail.

Corn Maze, Pig Races, Pumpkin Patch, Hayrides and more!
Open weekdays 3–7 p.m. Saturdays 10–6 p.m. Sundays 12–5 P.m.
Flashlight mazes go until 10 every saturday IN october

only 15 minutes from campus
Check out our website for Group Rates!
2915 Willow run Rd.
Harrisonburg, va

540-442-6493
www.Backhome-onthefarm.com

Thursday, October 24, 2019

employees ski/ride
for free!
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Pale Fire Brewing Co. wins bronze medal for Irish ale in Great American Beer Festival competition

PHOTOS BY ELLE WOOD / THE BREEZE

Ben Trumbo, the head brewer at Pale Fire Brewing Co., says winning an award for Red Molly has been “humbling.”
By TAYLOR SARLO
The Breeze

Before the taproom opens for the day, the
brewers at Pale Fire Brewing Co. are hard at
work. The bitter aroma of hops drifts in from the
brewery. Brewers Jonathan Augsburger and Scott
Maxham have just finished cleaning out the tap
lines. They do a quick taste test of the beers on tap
to ensure the lines are up and running smoothly.
One Pale Fire beer in particular has garnered
more attention than usual. Red Molly, Pale Fire’s
Red Irish Ale, recently took home a bronze medal
in the 2019 Great American Beer Festival (GABF)
competition.
“The whole Pale Fire crew is beyond excited,”
Tim Brady, founder and general manager of Pale
Fire, said. “The Great American Beer Festival is
the Olympics of craft beer. It’s the biggest festival
in the world.”
Located in Denver, Colorado, this year’s GABF
had 9,497 beers entered in a competition in over
100 categories. Beers were entered from all 50
states, as well as Washington D.C., Puerto Rico
and the Virgin Islands. According to the GABF
website, winning beers in each category are
those that “accurately exemplify that specified
style, displaying the proper balance of taste,
aroma, and appearance.”
According to a press release from Pale Fire,
Chris Swersey, the GABF competition manager
said this year’s competition was “the largest and
most competitive to date.”
“It’s the national stage for our industry,” Ben
Trumbo, head brewer at Pale Fire, said. “Beers
are judged by certified beer judging professionals
[who] have gone through some pretty rigorous
training to be able to be certified to judge.”
Over 80 beers were entered in the Red Irish
Ale category. Other categories, such as IPAs, had
close to 400 beers entered.
“It’s going up against the best beers in the
country,” Trumbo said. “To be considered in
the top three of that is pretty humbling. It’s
awesome.”
This isn’t the first time Red Molly has been
recognized as an outstanding beer. According
to Pale Fire Brewing Co.’s website, it won first
place in the 2018 Virginia Craft Beer Cup in the
Irish Beer category. In 2016, Red Molly also won
awards at the Virginia Beer Cup and World Beer
Cup.
“Any time we win a medal is a massive honor,”
Brady said.

A brewer since 2011, Trumbo initially came up
with Red Molly from his own admiration for Red
Irish Ales.
“Since I got into craft beer, it’s been one of my
favorite styles,” Trumbo said. “The idea behind
it was a beer I’m never going to get tired of
drinking.”
It took a handful of tries for Trumbo to perfect
Red Molly and transform it into the awardwinning beer it is today. Each attempt made the
beer better until it was finally perfect.
“We did a few test batches,” Trumbo said. “After
we piloted it a couple of times, we were able to
dial in exactly what we wanted.”
Since it first entered the taproom at Pale Fire,
Red Molly has been a fan favorite. It’s a beverage
that can be enjoyed by beer aficionados and
casual drinkers alike.
“It’s pretty approachable,” Trumbo said. “We
were really able to work in some nice — kind of
like cherry and roasty — chocolatey notes in there
that really all just come together and, like, set a
pretty easy, approachable pint of beer with some
interesting flavors in it.”
Red Molly has fans from across Virginia. JMU
alumna Karen Murie (’87) always makes time to
stop by Pale Fire when she visits Harrisonburg.
“All of the beers at Pale Fire are great,” Murie
said. “But Red Molly is my favorite.”
Trumbo and the rest of the Pale Fire Brewing
Co. team are often creative in their inspiration
when it comes to new beer recipes.
“One day, Tim was like, ‘Hey, we should
name a beer Rorschach,’” Trumbo said. “So
we designed the beer like, ‘What would a beer
named Rorschach be?’ and came up with that
dark saison around that.”
The brewers’ teamwork and passion for
brewing have been important elements in their
ability to win an award on a national stage. Even
as head brewer, Trumbo won’t take all the credit
for the recent recognition.
“The guys here that are the brewers are the
ones really putting in the long days to work that
beer through the process,” Trumbo said. “It’s
definitely a team effort; it’s not any one given
person up here making Pale Fire happen.”
CONTACT Taylor Sarlo at breezeartdirector@
gmail.com. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Twitter @Breeze_Culture.
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EAT LIKE A DUKE.
8 PC. TAILGATE
SPECIAL

8 pc chicken, 4 biscuits,
2 picnic fixin’s, ½ gallon iced tea

1880 Port Republic Rd.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

$

19

99

Offer good through 12/31/19 at participating locations only.
Please present coupon before ordering. Not good with any other offer or coupon.
Extra charge for breast piece substitutions. Limit one coupon per customer.
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Breakdown of JMU’s matchup
with Towson on Saturday

By CATIE HARPER
The Breeze

JMU football (7-1, 4-0 CAA) returns home
to Bridgeforth Stadium for its homecoming
Saturday. The Dukes have already spoiled two
other CAA teams’ homecoming games and look
to come out on top of their own when Towson
(4-3, 1-2 CAA) makes the trip from outside
Baltimore to Harrisonburg.

1. Back on track: preview of Towson
Selected in the preseason to finish second in
the CAA behind JMU, the Tigers haven’t strung
together the season many would’ve expected
up to this point. With a dominant start, Towson
opened its season on a four-game win streak that
saw the Tigers climb as high as No. 5 in the FCS.
Then came a three-game losing streak, sending
the Tigers down the national rankings to No. 18.
Towson bounced back from a 31-28 home loss
to unranked Albany in commanding fashion
Saturday. With a six touchdown and 203-yard
performance from redshirt senior quarterback
Tom Flacco, the Tigers claimed their first win
since Sept. 21, beating Bucknell 56-7.
“I think every win is one you need,” Towson
head coach Rob Ambrose said on the CAA
Football Media Teleconference on Monday. “We

definitely needed that. It’s been a while … I think
[the players] shook off all the distractions [and]
really got back to the heart and soul of football
and the way we played it early in the season.”
The Tigers’ trip south to the Shenandoah Valley
will mark the first time Towson has played at JMU
since Oct. 11, 2014. In recent meetings, the Dukes
have had control of the series, topping Towson
by a combined score of 151-54 in the teams’ last
three meetings, dating back to the 2014 contest.
Last season was the first time since 2015 that
the Tigers and Dukes met in CAA play, and while
Towson fell 38-17, there were signs of growth in a
program that had struggled for two years prior.
With Flacco last year, Towson’s offense showed
poise and ability with 372 passing yards and two
touchdowns. The biggest downfall for Towson
last season against the Dukes was its inability to
get its run game going and find a way to limit
JMU’s rush attack.
This season, Towson sits in the middle of the
CAA in rush defense. The Tigers allow an average
of 157.6 yards rushing per game, including 11 total
rushing touchdowns. Much like all of the CAA
teams JMU has faced, Towson will be tasked
with trying to limit a loaded backfield, which at
one point featured three primary back but has
recently added freshman Latrele Palmer to the
mix.
“Let’s be honest; [JMU is] incredibly talented,”

Ambrose said. “They’re deep. Who lists four
tailbacks — who does that? But they do. They
run the ball extremely well, they throw the ball
with incredible dynamic ability and defensively,
they’re a bunch of studs; that’s all there is to it.
There’s guys on that defense that are going to play
in the NFL, and there’s a reason that they’re No.
2 team in the country.”

2. Coach’s corner: Attack early and get to
the quarterback
Since JMU’s Week 1 loss to West Virginia, the
Dukes have been rolling. They’ve outscored
opponents 323-135 through eight games and
currently boast a seven-game win streak,
remaining the only team in the CAA still
unbeaten in conference play.
This weekend, though, the Dukes will face
one of the top quarterbacks in the nation and
an offense that puts up an average of 33.9 points
per game.
The biggest task early for the Dukes will be
getting Flacco under control. When given the
opportunity, Flacco can hurt teams with his feet
and arm — evident in Towson’s win last week,
where he threw for six touchdowns. Cignetti cites
that teams have been able to get pressure on
Flacco already this year, with him taking around
2.5 sacks a game. The JMU defensive line, with

stars like redshirt senior Ron’Dell Carter and
senior John Daka, has the potential to get to
Flacco.
“We want to put pressure on him in the game
and tackle,” head coach Curt Cignetti said. “[We
need to] make sure our eye discipline is really
good. Your eye discipline’s gotta be really good
… trying to tackle a guy like that — don’t go for
the pump fake and things like that.”
The JMU secondary will also have to try
and limit redshirt senior wide receiver Shane
Leatherbury. The Salisbury, Maryland, native
is coming off a five-touchdown performance
against Bucknell and currently has 495 yards on
the season and eight scores.
For the JMU offense, the unit will be going up
against a defense that’s often overlooked because
of the star power on offense. Cignetti, however,
has a past with the Tigers and knows what their
defense can bring. The coach leading the Dukes
onto the field Saturday, while in his first year with
the program, has played Towson both years he
was at Elon.
“They’ve been a four-down team in the past,
and now, they’re playing a little bit more odd
front,” Cignetti said on the teleconference.
“Bryce Carter creates a lot of havoc, and their
linebackers are good, so they give you a different
look … They try to keep you off balance, and
they’re very aggressive.”
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AUTHENTIC ITALIAN CUISINE
ten years, we have been proudly serving the city of
Harrisonburg and James Madison University with all the

Head coach Curt Cignetti has led the Dukes to a 7-1 (4-0 CAA) record in his first season with the program.

3. Player’s perspective: Prepare to
contribute

Off Port Republic Road, next to Starbucks

Order online at

www.tuttigusti.us
Or contact us at

(540) 434-6177
FREE WiFi @ Restaurant and FREE DELIVERY
Catering Available for All Occasions

ALL-NEW HOURS
Sun–Wed:10am–11pm
Th-Sat: 10am–12am
Hours can vary in the Summer.
Minimum for Delivery: $6.00

Ask about our
JMU specials!

breezejmu.org
Thursday, October 24, 2019

CONTACT Catie Harper at breezesports@
gmail.com. For more football coverage,
follow the sports desk on Twitter
@TheBreezeSports.

1326 Hillside Avenue
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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Towson’s 4-3 record can be deceiving. Only
one loss away from sitting at .500 on the season,
it may seem that the Tigers have struggled
through the opening portion of the season, but
it’s the opposite.
Towson’s three losses come at the hands of
FBS power Florida as well as conference foes
Villanova and Albany, which have exceeded
preseason expectations. Behind Flacco and
a dynamic offense, the Tigers are in a prime
position to have a strong finish in CAA play.
While Towson should prove to be a challenge
for the Dukes on their homecoming, JMU
should be just fine. The Dukes have faced
challenges through eight weeks of play, and
while this will be another one, they’ve proven
to be successful in the face of adversity. JMU
will come out on top, 41-27.

Located at

The Breeze

4. Editor’s input: Don’t fall for the record

PIZZA - SUBS - PASTA - HAMBURGERS
@TheBreezeSports

In Saturday’s game against William & Mary,
senior tight end Dylan Stapleton put together
a career day. The Indiana, Pennsylvania, native
recorded four catches for 54 yards en route to
the Dukes’ commanding 38-10 victory over
the Tribe. Stapleton’s stats have been steadily
improving in his second year with the program,
already surpassing last season’s totals.
Stapleton’s ability to contribute, whether it’s
a critical block or on the stat sheet, highlights
the strength and depth the JMU offense boasts.
Through the opening portion of the schedule,
JMU established itself as a strong threat on the
ground, with multiple backs seeing significant
playing time. Heading into the remaining
portion of conference play, Stapleton believes
the Dukes will only benefit from having a strong
rushing attack.
“Teams are gonna watch our film [and]
maybe say this is a run-first team,” Stapleton
said. “They’re going to be surprised when
we have weapons on the outside … [We can]
spread the ball out to a lot of different receivers
whenever.”
The Tigers’ defense is in the middle of the
CAA in terms of stopping the rush and limiting
the passing game. With so much focus put on
the JMU running backs each week, it’s likely the
Dukes will get opportunities to bring out the
long ball. In order to implement that, however,
JMU needs to establish the run game fast and
early Saturday.
“If we establish a run game, we can definitely
take our shots downfield,” Stapleton said. “If
we can open up the run [in] the first quarter or
two, then you’re going to see our offense just
open it up in the second half and take control
of the game.”
Meanwhile, the defense is preparing to face
one of the most prolific quarterbacks in the
FCS in Flacco. Coming off a season that saw
the redshirt senior record 3,251 passing yards
and 742 rushing yards for an average of 332.8
yards per game, Flacco was selected as the CAA
Preseason Offensive Player of the Year and has
lived up to that title early on in the 2019 season.
When the Dukes met the Tigers last season in
Towson, Maryland, JMU had never been pitted
against Flacco. He was in his first season with
the program after transferring in from Rutgers,
and the Dukes’ only input on him was what
they’d seen on film. This weekend, though,
JMU has gametime experience against Flacco
— something redshirt junior safety D’Angelo
Amos said he believes will be helpful.
It’s not just last year’s experience against
Flacco that Amos said he thinks will help the
defense. Each day at practice, the Dukes are
tasked with facing and controlling dynamic
quarterbacks. Players like redshirt senior Ben

DiNucci and redshirt junior Cole Johnson bring
different skills to practice each day. Amos said
both are athletic and provide traits similar to
Flacco.
“To go against him and see, alright, he really
can move, he really can escape; [it’s good],”
Amos said. “He’s a lot like Bryan Schor and Ben
[DiNucci], so to go against that for years on end
and then actually go against him last year is
very big, and we know what we’re getting into.”
A key aspect of Flacco’s game JMU will
need to contain is his ability to extend plays
even when under pressure from opponents’
defensive lines. The Voorhees, New Jersey,
native has shown during his two years at
Towson that he’s a threat rushing and throwing.
Already this season, Flacco sits second in
the CAA for total offense and has contributed
1,639 yards in the air and 300 rushing. With the
offense running through Flacco, JMU’s needs
to be prepared for the attack, both up front
and in the secondary. The Dukes’ secondary
has hit rough patches throughout the start of
the season, but each time it seems like a team
will reach the end zone, the unit locks down.
“The culture we build in the weight room
and with [Brian Phillips and] just a mentality
that the past guys built into us before they left
is just, we don’t, we don’t break,” Amos said.
“We may bend … but you never break. When
we get down in the red zone, we don’t allow
touchdowns — that’s not what we do.”
The defense’s ability to keep Flacco and the
Towson offense out of the red zone will be key
in Saturday’s matchup. Towson currently has 23
touchdowns in 32 red zone appearances, and
the Dukes look to limit that Saturday.

@thebreezesports

and friendly service and great value for your money. We
invite you to take a seat at our table or yours and enjoy
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From rink
to field

CHRISTINE BRADY / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

JMU field hockey standout Miranda Rigg
traded skates for turf shoes
JMU field hockey’s redshirt senior
forward/midfielder Miranda Rigg has
returned to form, recording six goals, four
assists and 16 points in 14 games after missing
all of last season.
But Rigg’s career didn’t start on the turf.
Throughout her life, ice hockey has always
been a constant.
“When I was five or six years old, I pretty
much went to a PTA school night just for
skating,” Rigg said. “One time, we just hung
out after and watched people playing roller
hockey, actually. I told my parents that I
wanted to do that, and they signed me up for
a club league, and then from there, I played on
a travel roller hockey team, and then that team
asked me to play ice hockey, and [I] just kind of
played since then.”
Rigg said the transition to the ice wasn’t
easy, and neither was learning how to skate.
She said it was a learning experience, but she
grew to love it. The sport helped her improve
her skating, and she loved its competitiveness.

While she’s been
on the ice throughout
her life, her experience
with field hockey
hasn’t been as long.
Rigg
started the sport in
high school after a suggestion from a
family friend.
“When I was going into ninth grade, [a
family friend] said I should just try out field
hockey and gave me a stick,” Rigg said. “I pretty
much showed up to tryouts and was like, ‘How
do you hit the ball?’ and then made the high
school team, and then from there, my high
school coaches ended up my club coaches, so
they really helped me grow as a player.”
The decision to attempt field hockey
was because of her willingness to take new
opportunities. When she was young, she
played different types of sports and wanted
to try out field hockey. While she was nervous
at first, Rigg’s ice hockey skills helped her get
used to playing field hockey and acclimated
her to the game’s rules. Her skills helped her to
become a key contributor for JMU.
“She’s a natural athlete,” JMU head

The Breeze

@TheBreezeSports
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By JASON CLAMPITT
The Breeze

coach Christy Morgan said. “She
understands [sports], so when she
stepped on the field, you can see
that there’s a feel that she had for the
game. You don’t see that often. We’ve
been using that, and I think not only is she a
natural athlete, she’s a smart athlete, so she
can pick things up really quickly.”
So far in her career at JMU, the
Fredericksburg, Virginia, product has
accumulated 44 goals, 11 assists and 99 points
in 76 games. Ever since entering the program
as a freshman, Rigg has grown into a dynamic
player for the Dukes, something redshirt
senior defender Megan Guzzardi has seen
since day one.
“She definitely had amazing scoring skills,”
redshirt senior defender Megan Guzzardi said.
“But, I think she’s become a key asset to the
team, distributing through the midfield and
playing awesome defense, and she brings the
team energy, especially on the field. She has
grown in her aspect to lead and in her aspect to
bring energy to the team and really put the ball
in the back of the goal. Every time she gets the
ball, or we need to score, she’s the one to do it.”

In addition to the stickhandling and
shooting skills she possesses from ice hockey,
her speed is another reason she’s had
success on the turf. She won a fastest skater
competition, and that speed has translated to
the field with her ability to change speeds and
outrun defenders while donning the purple
and gold.
While Rigg has been on the field, she’s been
a reliable force for the Dukes, providing a spark
whenever it’s needed. As Rigg’s career at JMU
comes to a close, Morgan has seen the change
in her as she’s improved year after year.
“Every year she’s just grown and grown, and
now she’s been invited to the U.S. Trials,” Morgan
said. “We’re happy she’s here with us now. This
extra year has benefited her because she’s able to
grow her game even more, having another year
to mature as a hockey player, as a field hockey
player. But she’s playing some of her best hockey
right now.”
CONTACT Jason Clampitt at clampijt@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more field hockey
coverage, follow the sports desk on Twitter
@TheBreezeSports.
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Who is JMU football’s biggest rival?
BREEZE FILE PHOTO
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David Eldridge (right) makes a catch against Richmond in

By SAVANNAH REGER
The Breeze

Towson is JMU football’s
biggest rival
By MADISON HRICIK
The Breeze

Thursday, October 24, 2019

CONTACT Madison Hricik at hricikmn@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more football coverage,
follow the sports desk on Twitter at
@TheBreezeSports.

breezejmu.org

Towson football is an up-and-coming
rival for JMU football.
With only three home games left in the
2019 season, JMU football is preparing for
an ideal ending to its season, and Towson
is looking to put a damper on the Dukes’
plan. In their last three meetings, JMU beat
Towson 38-17 in 2018, 51-30 in 2015 and
62-7 in 2014. Towson has had a hard few
seasons with difficult opponents both in and
outside of the CAA conference play, but it’s
consistently been a contender against JMU.
Unlike Richmond, JMU and Towson don’t
play often. The rivalry between the two teams
was forged because of the FCS rankings,
as well as hard-fought games during the
years the teams have seen each other. JMU
has held control of the scoreboard in most
matchups, but some of these games were
only won by one or two touchdowns or field
goals.
Despite sharing a conference, JMU
and Towson have only played each other
seven times in the last decade prior to this
Saturday. JMU has left six of those seven
matchups with a win. The time Towson won
was in 2013, and it was the season the Tigers
played in the FCS National Championship in
Frisco, Texas, against North Dakota State.
JMU and Towson rank No. 2 and No. 17,
respectively, in the most recent FCS Coaches’
Poll. The latter team will be coming to JMU
after a 56-7 win over unranked Bucknell
University. Meanwhile, JMU will enter the
game undefeated in CAA play after a 38-10
win against William & Mary.
Most rivalries translate further than the

football field, and JMU versus Towson is no
different. It’s proven that teams other than
football forge rivalries as well. Lacrosse,
for example, has gone back and forth with
Towson. JMU lacrosse has played Towson
three times in two seasons with a fourth
matchup scheduled for early April.
The Tigers have a young football team,
with 16 seniors, 26 juniors, 20 sophomores
and 37 freshmen, making 57 players on the
Tigers’ roster underclassmen, compared to
the Dukes’ 63. JMU has 16 seniors, along with
26 juniors, 21 sophomores and 42 freshmen;
the roster makeup is remarkably similar.
However, the impact of JMU’s senior class has
proven to be prominent. Announced early
last week, five former Dukes were picked in
the XFL Draft. Towson had two former players
selected to the XFL and have eight former
players in professional play, compared to
JMU’s 10.
With only three home games left in the regular
season, the Dukes have the possibility of setting
themselves up for the CAA title in the event they
defeat the Tigers. This will give Towson more
motivation to do what it can to stop the Dukes
and give JMU its first loss at Bridgeforth Stadium
this season. To further the stakes, all three home
games are against currently non-ranked teams,
meaning Towson is potentially the last chance
at a marquee win for JMU. While this doesn’t
change any possible outcome, it does look
appealing for fans and the team to have a positive
look on postseason play. The Towson matchup
with JMU will prove that these two teams have a
budding rivalry.
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CONTACT Savannah Reger at regersr@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more football coverage,
follow the sports desk on Twitter at
@TheBreezeSports.
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Ben DiNucci (left) had three rushing touchdowns against Towson in 2018.
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Richmond is, by far, JMU football’s biggest
rival.
In 2004, JMU defeated all odds by winning
the FCS National Championship, the first to
its name. The Dukes took out Montana 3121, and the party began in Harrisonburg —
but not for long. The next year, the Spiders
took the title and brought the trophy 130
miles southeast to the state capital.
Now, in 2019, there are three combined
national championships between the
two teams as well as 13 conference
championships. The teams have matched
up against each other 36 times, and the
series split at 18 wins apiece.
Some have argued that the Spiders have
dropped off in the last couple of years,
and they may not be JMU’s biggest rival
anymore. But that’s not true, even though
the Dukes have taken six of the last eight
meetings. A couple of games don’t make
a rivalry, history makes one — and that’s
exactly what JMU and Richmond have.
The rivalry between these two teams
started in the 1980s. What’s weird about it,
though, is that the away team usually has
the edge. In the 25 games that the two teams
have been CAA rivals, the away team has
won 15 times. There was even a streak in
the 1990s where the visiting team won five
consecutive times with Richmond taking
three of those games and JMU taking the
other two.
Then, there was the game in 2008
when Richmond almost had it won in
Harrisonburg. With barely any time
remaining, Richmond was up by three and
punted the ball to JMU. That’s when redshirt
junior return specialist Scotty McGee caught
the ball and ran it back to the end zone to
win the game for the Dukes 38-31.
History was made in 2015 when ESPN’s
College Gameday came to Harrisonburg
for the first time. Streamers flew across
the thousands of people gathered on the
Quad, and Lee Corso even put on the Duke
Dog mascot head. The team that year was
led by head coach Everett Withers and
quarterbacked by Vad Lee.
JMU’s opponent for this historic game was

none other than in-state rival Richmond.
The Spiders came to town looking to prove
that JMU wasn’t what it was hyped up to be,
as they were still in the hunt to win the CAA.
That game, Richmond had the upset, 59-49,
as Lee went down with a broken ankle that
kept him out for the rest of the season. That
year, Richmond and JMU split the CAA title.
Richmond ended that year losing to the
eventual champions, North Dakota State,
while JMU lost in the second round to Colgate.
In 2016, it was JMU that invaded Spider
country with Bryan Schor at the helm. During
JMU’s championship season, it had a number
of close games, but none were as intense
or as close as Richmond. The game was an
offensive battle, and it came down to the
final possession to decide a winner. JMU took
the game 47-43 — JMU’s smallest margin of
victory in series history — and continued the
winning ritual on the road. That year, JMU
won the 2016 FCS National Championship,
while Richmond lost in the quarterfinals to
Eastern Washington.
The next year, Richmond and JMU met for
the 30th consecutive year, and it wasn’t like
the previous meetings for two reasons. First,
the game was low-scoring, unlike the two
seasons prior. Second, JMU won at home,
stopping the streak of three consecutive
wins for the visiting team. The Dukes won
20-13, but the game was much closer than
the seven-point gap, and Richmond tested
the defending champs both on offense and
defense.
Last year, JMU dominated Richmond
63-10 on the road. Richmond graduated
an impactful senior class, and it was in a
developing year while JMU had the opposite.
For this reason, people may think the Spiders
have dropped off and aren’t as strong as they
used to be.
This doesn’t make Richmond any less of
a rival to JMU. It’s a CAA opponent and has a
history with the Dukes, and that’s something to
keep an eye on. Anything can happen in CAA
play, especially between JMU and Richmond.
This rivalry is special and will once again be on
display at Bridgeforth Stadium on Nov. 16.

@TheBreezeSports

Richmond and JMU’s history creates
unparalleled rivalry
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TREVOR COCKBURN / THE BREEZE

Exceptional Sandwiches served
on House-made Sourdough
made-from-scratch salads, soups, sides, and sweets
local, seasonal food & finely curated market

Thursday, October 24, 2019

*delivery available*
540.217.2494 // www.grayjayprovisions.com
MON – FRI: 11AM – 7PM // SAT – SUN: CLOSED
1311 SOUTH HIGH STREET, HARRISONBURG, VA, 22801
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BE THE WINNER OF YOUR
HOMECOMING CELEBRATION

CALL CHANELLO’S TODAY

(540) 574-4700

$13.99

$16.99

Large 1 Topping
Pizza & Garlic Knots

Medium 1 Topping
Pizza & 8 Wings

Must Mention This Ad. Plus tax, delivery and
gratuity. Delivery charge is not a tip for the driver.
Prices subject to change without notice.

Must Mention This Ad. Plus tax, delivery and
gratuity. Delivery charge is not a tip for the driver.
Prices subject to change without notice.

$18.99

$18.99

Large Specialty Pizza
& Large 1 Topping Pizza
Must Mention This Ad. Plus tax, delivery and
gratuity. Delivery charge is not a tip for the driver.
Prices subject to change without notice.

$7.77/each

Large 1 Topping
Pizza & 8 Wings

3 Large 1
Topping Pizzas

Must Mention This Ad. Plus tax, delivery and
gratuity. Delivery charge is not a tip for the driver.
Prices subject to change without notice.

$7.00/each
5 or More Large
1 Topping Pizzas

Must Mention This Ad. Plus tax, delivery and
gratuity. Delivery charge is not a tip for the driver.
Prices subject to change without notice.

Must Mention This Ad. Plus tax, delivery and
gratuity. Delivery charge is not a tip for the driver.
Prices subject to change without notice.

$5.55/each
3 Medium 1
Topping Pizzas

Must Mention This Ad. Plus tax, delivery and
gratuity. Delivery charge is not a tip for the driver.
Prices subject to change without notice.

Buﬀalo Style Wings

$8.49
$15.99
Additional Orders
of 8 Wings for Just $7.00
8 pieces
16 pieces

Choose From
Hot
Mild
BBQ

(540) 574-4700

Carribean Jerk
General Tso
Garlic Parm

See our full menu at chanellospizza.com
702 E. Market St.
Special valid thru Dec. 31, 2019
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GLENs Fair
Price store
The Best halloween
store in town
227 N. Main St.
Downtown Harrisonburg, VA 22802
@thebreezesports

540-434-8272
Mon-Fri: 11a-6p | Sat: 11a-5p

Over 2,000 costumes
@TheBreezeSports

To rent or buy

Everything you need for
Halloween and much more!

The Breeze

glensfairprice.net

breezejmu.org

BreezeVideo

FUEL YOUR INNER FIRE™

5

$

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
ACROSS
1 Dermatology
issue
5 Sources of
foreign aid?
12 Learned
14 Sacagawea’s
people
16 Aquarium growth
17 “Are we done
here?”
19 Rio neighborhood
of song
21 “Me Talk Pretty
One Day” writer
David
22 Takes turns?
24 Coarse cloth
25 When an early
voyage may start
28 Metal giant
31 “Tsk tsk”
33 Harsh cry
37 Light touch
38 Chocolate treat
40 Letter before
sigma
41 __ song
43 “Might be able to
help”
45 “... let’s play two!”
ballplayer Banks
47 Set of
chromosomes
48 Avalanche
51 Din
53 Traveling tot’s
spot
56 Sounded
indignant
60 “Not hungry, but
not not hungry
either”
62 Of service
63 A-ha hit that won
six MTV Video
Music Awards
64 Assisted through
difficulty, with
“over”
65 Macy’s logo
feature
66 Bottomless buffet
acronym spelled
out by the ends of
17-, 31-, 43- and
60-Across
DOWN
1 Tazo choice
2 App with many
pans
3 “Star Wars,” for
one

GETS YOU INTO
ROCKTOWN’S
HOTTEST SPOT

Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved

Check your answers at BreezeJMU.org
10/24/19

©2019 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

32 Formal “It wasn’t
me”
34 With the bow, in
music
35 “Pow!” relative
36 Fried Dixie bread
39 Just makes
42 Kimono sash
ornament
44 Subject of
Newton’s first
law
46 Nearly fell

1

48 Poli __
49 Agreement
50 Like a cheering
crowd
52 JusSimple juicer
maker
54 Foofaraws
55 Camping gear
57 Orderly
58 Power co. output
59 “__ Dinah”:
Frankie Avalon hit
61 Doc’s org.

2 1

2

3 Level
4 3 4
Complete the
grid2so the grid so
1Complete

each row, column
each row, column
and 3-by-3 and
box 3-by-3 box
(in bold borders)
(in bold borders)
contains
contains every
digit, every digit,
gridstrategies
so
1 to the
9. For
1 to 9.Complete
For strategies
on how
to solve
each
column
on how
to row,
solve
Sudoku,
please visit
Sudoku,and
please
visitbox
3-by-3
sudoku.org.uk
(in boldsudoku.org.uk
borders)
containstoevery
digit,to
Solution
Solution
1 to 9.Wednesday’s
For
strategiespuzzle
Wednesday’s
puzzle
on how to solve
Sudoku, please visit
sudoku.org.uk

Doors open at 6 pm

3

Visit RocktownHotYoga.com/flow
for more information and to sign up

The perfect way to try Hot Yoga
Thursday, October 24, 2019

4 Classic Pontiac
5 Malay or Mongol
6 Stammering
syllables
7 Kettles and
kitties
8 Second AfricanAmerican
inducted into the
Tennis Hall of
Fame
9 “There was no
other choice”
10 Disintegrate, as
old wood
11 Drum kit item
13 Area that’s hard
to find while
surfing?
15 “A Jew Today”
writer Wiesel
18 Trip letters
20 Study on the
side
23 Pouring
instruction
25 Well of Souls
threats in
“Raiders of the
Lost Ark”
26 Soften
27 Info
29 Actress Anderson
30 Bringing up to
speed

10/24/19

Level Level

Every Friday night at 630 pm

It’s Heated Vinyasa style yoga set to music.
It’s an experience of unparalleled degree.™

Downtown Harrisonburg

4

Solution to
Wednesday’s puzzle

90 North Main Street, Suite 101
(behind Walkabout Outfitters)

5 40. 43 3 . 96 42

By Christopher Adams

RocktownHotYoga.com/flow

10/24/19

2019 The
Mepham
Group.by
Distributed by
© 2019 The ©
Mepham
Group.
Distributed
9/26/19

Tribune
Content
Agency.
All rights reserved.
Tribune Content
Agency.
All rights
reserved.
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MADISON MARKETPLACE
Madison Marketplace is open for business, and all text-only listings are FREE! Post job
listings, announcements, rentals and more using our online placement tool. Ads run two
weeks online and in two print editions.

JOBS

Need Cleaning Associates
Looking for part time evening Cleaning
Associates to join our growing TEAM. If you
are willing to work, learn, help your team, and
maintain your jobsite, we need you to apply.
Check out our website at firsttimecleaning.
net to learn more about us and fill out an
online employment application.

SERVICES
Free Horse Boarding
In exchange for work or riding privileges. Only
7 miles from JMU campus. 540-383-3320.

Tap Dance Teachers Wanted
NOW HIRING Tap Dance Teachers at local
downtown studio! Please email resume
and references to dancencompany@gmail.
com or call 540-433-7127 with questions.

HOUSING
Share Home
Looking for graduate or older student to share
3 bedroom, 2 bathroom home with 1 artist,
1 dog and 2 cats. Located in Harrisonburg
about 5 minutes from campus. $400/month
with $150 nonreturnable deposit. Full
kitchen, laundry, parking privileges. Text
540-560-1285.

Desk and shelf unit for sale
Oak Desk and shelf unit for sale.
Adjustable space saver desk slides
onto shelf unit. Has light on upper
shelf. Great for a student. 540-271-7557.

COMMUNITY
Contemplative Worship Service
Contemplative Worship Service weekly on
Sundays at 8 pm at Community Mennonite
Church in the fellowship hall. Come
deepen your everyday connection to
God, yourself and the community through
healing, action, and contemplation.
The service will include silence, embodied
practice, and a space that welcomes and
affirms everyone.

Post your ad at
breezejmu.org/
classifieds

Thursday, October 24, 2019

Yard Work Needed
Looking for someone to do GENERAL YARD
WORK. Very flexible hours. Very good pay.
Located in Penn Laird. Call (540)289-6181.

Counseling Services in Downtown
Harrisonburg
Memes Don’t Count as Therapy. Transitions
Individual & Couple’s Counseling. Located
in downtown Harrisonburg. Slidingscale discounts offered. Contact Travis
Kessell, Resident in Counseling, at (540)
441-0222 or by email at travis.kessell@
therapysecure.com.

Moped for sale
2006 Cool Sport Moped - purple - 1050
miles - helmet & locking storage on rear
$500 - (540)820-4480

breezejmu.org

Drivers Wanted
Come join the team delivering the
best pizza in town! Chanello’s Pizza
has been serving JMU since 1998.
Drivers should be 18yo with reliable
car, insurance and clean driving record.
You will take cash home every night
plus receive a paycheck every two
weeks. Earning at least $100 a night is
common while averaging $14-$20/hr.
MUST be available late nights (2 a.m.
daily, 3:30 a.m. Fri/Sat) and required
to work at least one weekend night per
week. Apply to chanellospizzajmu@
gmail.com.

Field Trip Driver - Part-Time
Do you want to utilize your driving skills
for a part-time job that fits your flexible
schedule? Do you like watching sports
events? If so, find out more and apply
online for the City’s Field Trip Driver
position: https://www.harrisonburgva.
gov/employment. EOE.

FOR SALE

BreezeVideo

In need of creative, artistic talent
Looking to hire an upcoming artist with
their creative ideas to paint a mural on
a concrete wall in front of our log cabin
home in Massanutten. Need to be self
driven and looking for an opportunity to
display their talent. Plenty of exposure.
Please text Steven at 540-630-1316 for
further information. Rate negotiable.

Assisted Living Floor Aides Needed
White Birch Communities is now hiring
for part-time evening and night floor aide
positions. We will train the right candidate.
Every other weekend is required. This job is
perfect for nursing students who desire to
gain experience in caring for people. Apply
online at www.whitebirchcommunities.
com or call 540-879-9699.

FUNDRAISING IDEAS FOR STUDENT
GROUPS
Sell custom items with your art or logo in
a structured, quick, easy program. Email
campuscustom@gmail.com or call 540433-3734.

The Breeze

Seasonal Youth Basketball Clinic
Instructor Position
The City of Harrisonburg’s Parks and
Recreation Department is seeking
applicants for a seasonal Youth Basketball
Clinic Instructor position that requires
availability on Saturdays from January
2020 - March 2020. To find out more
and apply online, visit: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Full-Time School Bus Drivers
The City of Harrisonburg is seeking applications
for full-time School Bus Drivers. To find out
more and apply online, visit https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Duplex for Lease
Lovely 3 BR 2 BA duplex, within walking
distance of EMS and EMU. Interior just
painted! Spacious MBA suite, cathedral
ceilings in LR an DR, large kitchen with
breakfast nook. Fenced in back yard with
gorgeous country views! 540-487-0861

@TheBreezeJMU

Internet/Digital Help
Internet/Digital assistant needed for
progressive Jeep Ram dealership here
in Harrisonburg. Must be well versed in
managing websites as well as working
with digital software and pictures.
Apply in person to Andrew at Dick Myers
CDJRF 1711 S. Main Street Harrisonburg.

911 Emergency Communicators Needed
The Harrisonburg-Rockingham Emergency
Communications Center (HRECC) is seeking
applicants for full-time and part-time 911
Emergency Communicators. To find out
more and apply online, visit hrecc.org/
employment. The HRECC & City are Equal
Opportunity Employers.

Equestrians!
Looking for a super nice horse to ride?
JMU Prof needs an experienced rider to
help exercise my quiet 16.1 TB hunter.
Easy, uncomplicated ride. Free lease, tack
provided. Just come ride! Indoor/outdoor
rings, trails, open fields. Minutes from JMU.
Text 540-421-3325.

@breezejmu

City of Harrisonburg Full-Time Position
- Real Estate Appraiser
Do you want a full-time position
to utilize your administrative and
customer service skills in a teamwork
environment to ensure local real
estate is properly assessed? If so,
consider the Commissioner of
the Revenue Office’s Real Estate
Appraiser position! To find out
more and apply online, visit: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Nanny - Check out of daycare
Help with pickup from daycare on Neff
Ave, 3-4 days per week at 5:50pm until
approximately 6:45pm, most days 6:30
pm. No driving, can wait outside at table
until parent arrives from work. Need help
ASAP. Please email to schedule interview.
Will pay $10.00 per day. CEspinosa935@
gmail.com.
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100%

OF JMU FURNITURE IS
MADE BY UNDERPAID
INMATES AS

REQUIRED BY THE

CODE OF VIRGINIA.
ON TUES. NOVEMBER 5TH

WE VOTE TO CHANGE THAT
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The Breeze
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Thursday, October 17, 2019

#JMUHOMECOMING
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@breezejmu

BUCKET LIST

Live Life at the Top!

Kick-Off & Fight Song T-shirt Day
Oct. 21, 11a.m.-2:30 p.m. | Warner Commons; Rain Location: SSC 1075

The Challenge

Oct. 22, 5:00 - 7:00 p.m. | Festival Drum
@TheBreezeJMU

Purple Out

Oct. 23, 5:00-7:00 p.m. | Hillside Field

Late Night Breakfast
Oct. 24, 10:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m. | E-Hall

JMU Day of Service

The Breeze

Oct. 25, 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. | Madison Union Ballroom

QuadFest

Thursday, October 17, 2019

breezejmu.org

Stop by today for a tour or give us a call for rates!

Oct. 25, 5:30 - 7:30 p.m. | The Quad

Concert

Oct. 25, Doors open at 7:00 p.m., opener begins at 8:00 p.m. | Wilson Hall

Enjoy Life at the Top with our conveniently located
premier student housing! 865 East offers tenants the
means to escape the stress of student life through
amenities such as our Rooftop Lounge, Game Room,
Fitness Center, and much more!
865 East Port Republic Road

(540) 442-8885

Homecoming Headquarters
Oct. 26, 12:00 - 3:00 p.m. | Godwin Gym

Football

Oct. 26, 3:30 p.m. | Bridgeforth Stadium

Homecoming Step Show

Oct. 26, Doors open @ 7 p.m.; Show @ 8 p.m. | Wilson Hall

4
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CONTENT
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JMU ALUMNI LOOKS BACK ON CAREER AS CARTOONIST

John Rose (‘86) uses humor to give readers an escape from the pressures and
worries of daily life.

13

IT STARTS WITH (A) HANDSHAKE

14

HONORING THE SACRIFICE

18

JMU PRESIDENTS

Christine Cruzvergara (’05) has worked with thousands of graduates throughout
her career, but JMU graduates have always stood out.
Dianne Klopp (‘91) has helped hundreds of veterans visit war memorials in
Washington, D.C.
Match the fact to the correct JMU President.

20

BUILDING OUTSIDE THE BOX

22

SHAPING THE NEXT GENERATION

How does a music and performing arts major use her degree to help people
struggling with diabetes? Meet Molly McElwee-Malloy (’00, ’02).
Cory Weathers (‘04) is the recipient of the Linda Gooden Legacy Black Engineer
of the Year Award.

28
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BECOMING A BLUE ANGEL

40

BUILDING COMMUNITIES, PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES

Randi Lennon (‘01) grew up behind the scenes in theater, but it wasn’t until
someone suggested television that Lennon began to see herself in that arena.
Katherine Wintsch (‘99) is on a mission to make the lives of mothers easier.

Lt. James Cox (’05) represents the grit and resilience of those in public service
as a Blue Angel pilot.
If anyone could provide a firsthand account of the impact that Being the Change
can have on a community, it is Sandy Pagnotti.

47

WRITING THE NARRATIVE

48

ACTIVITY PAGE

One alumna uses analysis, creativity and precision to tell a story.

Complete fun Homecoming-themed activities.
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noun

com ing

1. a return home
2. the return of a group of people usually on a special occasion to a
place formerly frequented or regarded as home

EAT LIKE A DUKE.
8 PC. TAILGATE
SPECIAL

8 pc chicken, 4 biscuits,
2 picnic fixin’s, ½ gallon iced tea

$

19

99

@TheBreezeJMU
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of his L-shaped family room. His two-legged
drawing table with unfinished Snuffy Smith
comic strips is surrounded by decades worth
of cartoon memorabilia, such as a Donald
Duck hat from his first trip to Disney in
1971, framed comic strips of “Garfield” and
Snuffy Smith salt shakers from the 1930s.
“The Flintstones” plays in the background,
only a few feet from shelves filled with nearly
every Disney movie ever made.

“It’s a little bit messy, but it’s a lot of fun,”
Rose said of his work space. “I think that
helps fuel the creative process.”

JMU Alumni Looks Back on Career as

John Rose (‘86) uses humor to give readers an escape from the pressures and worries of
daily life.

He met his wife, Karen (’84), a JMU alumna
and the Harrisonburg Commissioner of the
Revenue, the second weekend of his freshman
year. He’d later surprise her with pizza in the
stacks of Carrier Library while dressed as a

By Sabrina Moreno (’19)

This one would be different.
“John, this is Fred Lasswell,” he said. “I really like the way you draw
big noses.”
After that, Rose became his inking assistant in 1998 until Lasswell’s
passing in 2001, when he was chosen to take over the “Snuffy Smith”
comics. He became the third cartoonist to ever draw it, which he says

Now, the comic is celebrating its 100-year anniversary, an
accomplishment Rose attributes to its character development of the
Smith family. This includes Snuffy, the title character known for being
an endearing hillbilly with quirky antics.
“After a while, the characters become like family,” Rose said.
As a result, Rose finds himself speaking in their southern accent after
being in the “Snuffy” mindset, especially with the comic’s weekly
schedule of six daily cartoons and the Sunday cartoon. But the three
to four editorial ones for the Daily News-Record help keep it fresh.
“Being a cartoonist is just being a good listener,” Rose said. “I can hear
something in the booth behind me at a restaurant maybe and think,
“Oh, that’s something I could use in a comic strip.”
Three days out of the week are spent in the studio tucked in the corner

“She enjoyed that. She’s a really really smart
woman. She just had that one day where she
had that lapse in judgment and said, “I do,”
he joked.

“The Apple-achian Mountains,” he said,
laughing. “See, that’s a dad joke right there.”

Karen still laughs at the gesture, recalling the
time he also made a heart-shaped pizza for
Valentine’s Day for her and the girls.
“There’s a theme of pizza,” she said. “He loves
pizza.”
Karen says that 31 years of marriage later, he
hasn’t changed from being the thoughtful,
creative man he was back in college.

Her father was a direct influence on her
decision to apply to the Disney College
program and says he’s the first person she told
due to their mutual love of Disney.

“He cares so deeply for all of us, and with that
ability to bring that sense of humor and help
to lighten when the times might not be the
best times … that helps,” Karen said.

“He became an annual passholder and
comes down any time he can,” Sarah said.
“Sometimes he’ll just come and watch me
work. He loves it.”

They continue to be JMU fans, especially
since the entire family are alumni. They’ve
had season football tickets since settling down
in 1993 and have traveled to each national
championship.

Along the way, John published a variety of
books and received the attention of The
Robertsons from “Duck Dynasty” and Dolly
Parton after featuring them in the “Snuffy
Smith” cartoons.

Although the editorial cartoons and the
comic strips keep him busy, Karen says the
jokes don’t stop there. His “thinking cap” is
always on.

It’s moments like those that make him realize
that he cannot imagine doing anything else.
His lifelong dream of being a cartoonist is
here to stay.

“I think I got a pretty good sense of humor,
but my daughters and wife would probably
say I got a pretty dad-type sense of humor,”
Rose said. He thinks back to the last joke he
read and continues.

“That’s really all you can hope for,” John said.
“To make somebody, just for a second, take
their mind off the worries and pressures of the
day and just get a chuckle … I’m bodaciously
blessed I get to do this.”

“Where do apples go hiking?”
Rose presenting at the JMU Libraries Speaker Series

Sarah, who works at The Walt Disney
Company in Orlando, says one can always
count on him for the corniness, saying “he’s
just a fun-loving guy.” With her love of
graphic design, she was able to partner with
him on an upcoming Popeye comic strip and
other work for the comics.

Thursday, October 17, 2019

He’d sent Lasswell a packet of work samples weeks prior, expecting to
receive rejection — it was common in the industry to face multiple
“thanks, but no thanks” responses.

is “the greatest joy of his professional career.”

He pauses.

breezejmu.org

T

he road to establishing John Rose’s (’84) career as cartoonist
was paved with a lunchtime meal of Cocoa Puffs, which he’d
consequently choke on following a phone call from Fred
Lasswell, the cartoonist behind the renowned “Barney Google and
Snuffy Smith” comics.

pizza delivery man.

The Breeze

CARTOONIST

Whether it be doing sports cartoons in
Manassas, Virginia, or working for The
Warren Sentinel until finally landing at The
Daily News-Record in 1988, Rose says his
family’s support has been the most important
aspect to his career.

Two of Rose’s Barney Google and Snuffy Smith Comics from the Newspaper

@TheBreezeJMU

Rose has come a long way from drawing on
his parents’ living room walls. Awards line
every corner, including one from Walt Disney
for his contributions to cartooning through
the “Snuffy Smith” comics.

@breezejmu

On the right is a photo illustration by his
daughter, Sarah (’17), of a cartoon Snuffy
looking back at John as he sketches — the
same “Snuffy” that bears the namesake of his
Toyota Land Cruiser’s license plate.
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DID YOU KNOW
THE JMU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION IS ONLINE?

@JMUAlumniAssoc

facebook.com/JMUAlumni

@JMUAlumni

JMU Alumni Association
Follow us for giveaways, info about student and
alumni events, and pictures of Duke Dog and JMU!

1476 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA
(540) 746-7515
grilledcheesemania.com
Monday–Saturday
11am – 7pm

FOLLOW THE MANIA

GIVEAWAYS | PUPPIES | FOOD | CARNIVAL GAMES | PHOTO OPS | DUKE DOG!
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and friendly service and great value for your money. We
invite you to take a seat at our table or yours and enjoy

PIZZA - SUBS - PASTA - HAMBURGERS

PRIDE!
Show your JMU Pride
wherever you drive AND
support scholarships for
Virginia students.

Located at

1326 Hillside Avenue
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

www.tuttigusti.us
Or contact us at

(540) 434-6177
FREE WiFi @ Restaurant and FREE DELIVERY

Get your JMU plate at
www.dmvNOW.com

breezejmu.org

In today’s job market, “professionals
will change jobs nearly 12-15
times,” Cruzvergara said. “Students
Alumna, Christine Cruzvergara (’05) will have to continually reinvent
. themselves.” Soon-to-be college
It seems right that a JMU alumna would be involved in the student
graduates will enter this market shortly, and when they do, access to a
success efforts at Handshake. After all, Career and Academic Planning
community of employers could make a difference.
at JMU uses Handshake to provide students with a one-stop shop
for employment resources. Additionally, students are able to request
Serving as a “mini-step before LinkedIn,” Handshake has partnered
an appointment with CAP through Handshake, streamlining the
with over 400,000 companies. Some of these companies are seeking
process and allowing easier access to advisers. A student from any
students to hire immediately in their campus communities.
academic department can benefit from this online employment
Reflecting on her time at JMU, Cruzvergara recited an old saying:
community. Recent JMU graduates may continue to apply to on“No one cares how much you know, until they know how much you
campus interview positions and register for career fairs, and all alumni
care.” This saying summarized her Madison Experience. During her
may use and search for jobs on Handshake.
time at JMU, Cruzvergara learned very quickly that “leadership is an
Handshake is not the first service of its kind. LinkedIn, Glassdoor and
action, not a title.”
Indeed offer similar opportunities. A key difference is that employers
reach more schools (and more applicants) than ever before through

Thursday, October 17, 2019
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Ask about our
JMU specials!

Transitioning into the technology
industry is no easy task, though
for Cruzvergara the “ability to have
an impact on millions of students
across thousands of universities”
was well worth the challenge.
Recruited as part of a growing
team, she arrived at Handshake
after working tirelessly for the
students of Wellesley College and
George Mason University. In her
current role, Cruzvergara has had
the opportunity to serve students
on a much larger scale.

breezejmu.org

Since graduation, she has applied
these skills to a career in higher
education. Cruzvergara spent over
a decade in the industry before
landing at Handshake as vice
president of higher education and
student success.

Catering Available for All Occasions

Handshake. As employers seek out
applicants, many of them return to
the same schools and job pools they
have always used. Handshake allows
these companies to recruit at new
schools and reach a community of
4 million students. Additionally, as
employers across the country strive
for diverse workplaces, Cruzvergara
and her team have been an ally,
both to potential employees and the
companies that can hire them.

The Breeze

The Breeze

Order online at

Hours can vary in the Summer.
Minimum for Delivery: $6.00

Christine Cruzvergara (’05), an
executive at Handshake, a collegeto-career network, has worked with
thousands of graduates throughout
her career, but JMU graduates have
always stood out. For Cruzvergara,
there is no mistaking a Duke. There
is a “very special spirit about every
JMU graduate” she said. “There is a
certain level of empathy.”
Cruzvergara
appreciates
her
experiences as a psychology major
for allowing her to sharpen her
professional skills. Psychology
professor Bill Evans, whose
leadership still inspires her, taught
Cruzvergara the concept of servant
leadership. “His humility and his
lessons about what it means to show
leadership, particularly in difficult
moments, has carried me through
some of the most challenging
situations,” she said.

Off Port Republic Road, next to Starbucks

ALL-NEW HOURS
Sun–Wed:10am–11pm
Th-Sat: 10am–12am

By Jacob Neff

@TheBreezeJMU

@TheBreezeJMU

ten years, we have been proudly serving the city of
Harrisonburg and James Madison University with all the

It Starts With (a)
HANDSHAKE

@breezejmu

@breezejmu

AUTHENTIC ITALIAN CUISINE
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n weekday mornings, Dianne Klopp
(‘91) rises early to go online to teach
English as a second language to
children in China. Then, after homeschooling
her own children, she ventures into her daily
checklist for Honor Flight—a nonprofit
organization whose mission is to transport
American war veterans to the Washington,
D.C., memorials, free of charge.

@breezejmu

As the founder and president of the Top
of Virginia chapter, which operates out of
Klopp’s home near Winchester, Virginia, and
serves veterans in the Shenandoah Valley, all
of the calls come to her personal phone. She
says it’s “all really grassroots” and volunteerbased, making the group effort one of the
most important aspects to planning each trip.
“It’s like our Super Bowl,” Klopp said. “It
takes so many months and hours and hours
of planning.”
Veteran touring monuments in Washington, D.C.

says experienced war in a different manner.

Each trip begins by 7:30 a.m. with breakfast.
The veterans receive their Honor Flight polo
shirt, are paired with a guardian—often
a JMU student—and then leave for the
Air Force Memorial. After a boxed lunch,
veterans receive a police escort through D.C.
to the Arlington National Cemetery for the
changing of the guard.
“That’s my favorite stop of the day,” Klopp
said. “We are the only group that’s allowed to
drive the tour buses directly up to the Tomb
of the Unknown [Soldier] so that the vets
don’t have to walk.”

Dianne Klopp (‘91), founder and president of the Top of Virginia chapter of Honor Flight, has helped
hundreds of veterans from the Shenandoah Valley visit war memorials in Washington, D.C.

Some veterans fall in love with Honor Flight
after going on a trip and continue to give
back.

By Sabrina Moreno (’19)

Rodney Hildebrand had the opportunity to
share his trip with his dad, a World War II
veteran. “It’s just such an amazing experience
Veterans seeing the changing of the guards at Arlington National Cemetery.
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HONORING THE
SACRIFICE
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Then, the bus takes them to the WWII and
Korean War memorials and the Vietnam
Wall, which, for many, offers a sense of
closure. Later, each veteran receives a packet
of letters from family members and the
local community thanking them for their
service. Afterward, they enjoy a catered
dinner with “Welcome Home” banners. The
bulk of donations comes from community
organizations, the rotary club and various
local businesses.

The Breeze

“Some have told me, ‘I got spit on,’ ‘Someone
tried to set me on
fire in the airport.’
“I think that’s why it’s
“It’s like our Super Bowl,” I mean, the stories
urgent for me to help
they have,” Klopp
Klopp said. “It takes so
other veterans to get
said. “It’s really
there,” Klopp said. “So
many months and hours
hard for them to
they can see it before
and
hours
of
planning.”
experience that day
it’s too late.”
of honor because
More than 250 area
they still carry those
veterans, some of whom served in World War feelings from long ago that they don’t deserve
II, have made the trip since the chapter’s first it and that they’re not worth it.”
mission in October 2016. Now, Honor Flight
is seeing more Vietnam veterans, who Klopp These stories only push Klopp to work harder

to ensure it’s the ultimate day of honor for
veterans. She says letting them know how
thankful people are for their service and
sacrifice is what makes it so special.

@TheBreezeJMU

On every mission, Klopp attaches her father’s
service picture to her badge as a way to take
him with her. He died before getting to see
the memorials.
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Full group from April 13, 2019 trip

open
open Now
Now –– Oct.
Oct.29
29

@TheBreezeJMU
The Breeze

“Dianne does a fantastic a job,” Matthes said.
“You [might] have heard it before—she’s like

Klopp feels lucky to work with such passionate
people and looks forward to continuing these

“It’s just great to be able to bring it back to the
Harrisonburg area because even after you’ve
moved away, the ‘Burg is always in the back
of your mind,” Klopp said. “It’s always home.”

Join the JMU
Alumni Club at
HOTEL MADISON

Visit hotelmadison.com
to join

Find something
something for
foreveryone
everyone––all
allup
uptoto90%
90%
off retail
retail prices!
prices! For
Formore
moreinformation,
information,visit
visit

GoBookFair.com
GoBookFair.com
Green Valley
Valley Ln.,
Ln., Mt.
Mt.Crawford,
Crawford,VA
VA22841
22841
2192 Green

We’rejust
justoffoffI-81
I-81atatexit
exit240,
240,turn
turneast,
east,1.51.5
miles. 800.385.0099
800.385.0099
We’re
miles.
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Hotel
Madison,
the
preferred hotel of the
JMU Alumni Associaiton,
offers exclusive discounts
and perks to JMU Alumni.
Plus, a portion of each
stay goes back to the JMU
Alumni Association.

breezejmu.org
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Dave Matthes, a veteran and one of 10 Top of
Virginia board members, says Klopp fuels the
chapter’s success.

Hildebrand says the comments and emotional
letters Klopp receives following each trip make
the effort worthwhile, and the recognition the
veterans receive is something “you just can’t
explain until you’ve been there and seen it.”

days of honor and involving more JMU
students. Because of her close connection to
Harrisonburg, Klopp feels the Friendly City
would be a logical place for a new Honor
Flight chapter.

The Breeze
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the Energizer Bunny. She just has her fingers
on top of everything, and she goes and goes
and goes.”

@TheBreezeJMU

that I just want to get behind the organization
and give them all the help I could and help
[Dianne in] any way,” Hildebrand said.
“She’s over the top when it comes to helping
veterans.”

Mon.
Mon.– –Thu.
Thu. Fri. – Sat.
Fri. – Sat.
am – 5pm
10
10am – 5pm 10am – 6pm Sun.
10am – 6pm Sun.
Noon
– 5–pm
5pm
Noon

@breezejmu

@breezejmu
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Match the fact to the JMU

PRESIDENT
A. This president was the first president to allow female
students to wear pants.

B. The very first sports team was created under his tenure.
C.

19

Exceptional Sandwiches served
on House-made Sourdough
made-from-scratch salads, soups, sides, and sweets
local, seasonal food & finely curated market
*delivery available*

This president collected coins.

D. The campus size grew the most under this president,
expanding by over 240 acres.

E. In lieu of having an inauguration ceremony, this

540.217.2494 // www.grayjayprovisions.com
MON – FRI: 11AM – 7PM // SAT – SUN: CLOSED
1311 SOUTH HIGH STREET, HARRISONBURG, VA, 22801

president used the money for a new science building.

F. Despite being born in Daytona beach, this president
was raise just outside of Harrisonburg, in Stanton.

ALGER

ROSE

CARRIER

MILLER

DUKE

BURRESS
Find the answers on page 50
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Building Outside the Box

The doctors chuckled but answered honestly
that they could use a nurse.

“The polish that JMU
put on me ... is
something that I do in
my job all the time”

@TheBreezeJMU

Two years later, after returning to school
and becoming a registered nurse, McElweeMalloy joined the team at UVA working on
the very trials she had been participating
in. The team would become the Center for
Diabetes Technology at UVA under the
direction of Dr. Boris Kovatchev, sometimes
known as the father of the artificial pancreas.

The Breeze

Kovatchev’s team helped to create and refine
an accurate algorithm prediction. “Essentially,
it’s weather forecasting for the insulin and
glucose in your body.” After successful trials
and a startup acquisition, the algorithms were
licensed to be commercialized and integrated
into an insulin pump made by Tandem
Diabetes Care. McElwee-Malloy stayed with

McElwee-Malloy was drawn to Tandem
because of their tenacity in human factors
and how they address accessibility to those
who need it. That’s why she now focuses
on post-market outcomes, working with
advocacy groups, health care professionals
and insurance providers to ensure that those
with diabetes are eligible for the device. It is
here where McElwee-Malloy says she uses her
major from JMU every day.
“The polish that JMU put on me, particularly
my flute professor, Carol Kneibusch Noe, to

be able to perform, to translate a difficult piece
of music to an audience, is something that I
do in my job all the time.” She likens complex
music to the complicated technicality of the
science field. “Working in diabetes, particularly
medical device technology, is very technical –
and every day I’m taking that complicated
‘music’, if you will, to healthcare professionals,
advocacy groups and insurance companies for
them to hear, understand and be affected by.”
In the future, she hopes to continue her work
in improving the product and creating 2.0
and 3.0 versions. “For a long time, I didn’t
know what I was supposed to be doing, but
this is it. If I could tell students anything, it
would be to build your skill set and not to be
afraid of building outside of their box with
something that might not make sense right
now.” McElwee-Malloy acknowledges that the
correlation between music performance and
being a good patient advocate isn’t readily
seen, but she believes it’s because she wasn’t
afraid to be unconventional and build outside
of the box she had been given. The path from
music performer to health advocate has been
long and seemingly nonsensical, but McElwee
Malloy finds relevancy in the entire journey.

The Breeze
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During her sophomore year at JMU,
McElwee decided to see a doctor after
experiencing unexplained weight loss and
feelings of sickness and exhaustion. She was

misdiagnosed with type 2 diabetes. McElweeMalloy finished the semester but, over break,
continued to decline and was admitted to the
hospital, where she was diagnosed with type 1
diabetes. “There, I received insulin for the first
time and felt like a completely new person. I
realized this was the answer for my body.”
After sustaining an injury from overplaying
the flute, she ceased competitive music
performance post-graduation as the injury
required surgery to continue. Instead,
McElwee Malloy pursued work within
diverse industries learning administrative and
management skills. Over the years, she sought

out many different doctors and therapies, but
found there were too many overwhelming
variables with diabetes.
“It’s like walking around all day with a
portable stove and a pot of water – you need
to keep the water at simmer all the time –
constantly adjusting the temperature up or
down – but you also need to be a person,
an employee, a functional human being.”
While controllable, McElwee-Malloy said
thinking about diabetes ran her life because
she constantly had to manage her diabetes.
In 2005, she heard about an artificial pancreas
trial going on at the University of Virginia and
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olly McElwee-Malloy (’00, ’02)
is a registered nurse and certified
diabetes educator working with
the behavioral science team on post-market
clinical outcomes at Tandem Diabetes Care.
In 2000, she graduated from JMU with a
degree in music and performing arts, and
again in 2002 with a master’s in music. While
not seemingly scientific, McElwee-Malloy says
she uses her major every single day but how?

Molly McElwee-Malloy (‘00, ‘02) with the Tandem insulin pump

breezejmu.org
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the product throughout the entire process.
She officially joined the Tandem team in
January 2018 after the algorithms were
licensed and is going on her 10th year of
working on smart diabetes technology. As
of today, Control-IQ Technology has been
submitted to the FDA for approval for insulin
dependent diabetes.

@TheBreezeJMU
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decided to participate. “It was a continuous
glucose monitor that would communicate my
blood sugar level and this insulin pump would
act on a smart algorithm to help regulate itself
rather than me have to worry about it.” It was
revolutionary and McElwee-Malloy wanted
to be a part of the research. So, she asked the
doctors running the trials what it would take
to be on their team.
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BY SARAH CHASE (’17)
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rowing up, Cory Weathers (’04) had no
idea fixing his grandmothers stereo
would lead to a career in STEM, let
alone an award for Managerial Leadership
at the STEM Global Competitiveness
Conference. But it was on this stage, as he
accepted the Linda Gooden Legacy Black
Engineer of the Year Award (BEYA), that
Weather’s found himself reminiscing his
grandmother’s words, “You’d make a great
engineer” upon reassembling her stereo. Thirty
years later, he’s not only pursuing a career in
STEM—he’s shaping the next generation.

“Dr. Okechi Egekwu was one of the most
influential mentors and professors I’ve had the
pleasure of working with. I always admired
the way he used examples from his work
experiences at companies like General Motors
and Alcoa to illustrate engineering concepts
in class. My style of teaching and mentoring
is heavily influenced by his.”

The Breeze

After graduation, Weathers attended graduate
school at North Carolina Agricultural and
Technical State University, focusing in
industrial and systems engineering. Lockheed
Martin funded a project he worked on during
his time there, leading him to pursue a job at
their Orlando site in 2007.
Now in his twelfth year at Lockheed Martin,
Weathers has held a myriad of challenging
roles in production operations, engineering

and information technology. Weathers
recently served as Deputy Chief Engineer
for Lockheed Martin’s UK Military Flying
Training Systems (UKMFTS) program.
MFTS is a comprehensive cross-service
training program, providing a modern and
streamlined flight training solution for the
British Royal Air Force, Royal Navy and
Army Air Corps. In this role, Weathers has
demonstrated a passion for solving complex
challenges, delivering innovative solutions
and collaborating effectively.

breezejmu.org

Cory Weathers (‘04) is the recipient of the Linda Gooden Legacy Black Engineer of the Year Award,
which he accepted at the STEM Global Competitiveness Conference.

By Sarah Chase (’17)
Lee Reynolds (‘13) with Cory Weathers (‘04)

Women in Business for three years running
for her integrity, vision and headship of the
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Linda Gooden made a significant legacy as a
woman of color working nearly 40 years in the
aerospace and defense industry, retiring as the
executive vice president of Lockheed Martin’s
Information Systems & Global Solutions and
being named by Fortune magazine as one of
the Top 50 Most Powerful

breezejmu.org

But Weathers’ passion goes beyond his title
as chief engineer. He participated and
graduated from Lockheed Martin’s three-year
long leadership engineering development
program, has served as the site lead for their
diversity and inclusion council in Orlando, is
a mentor to many and consistently volunteers
with middle school and elementary students
doing STEM activities in Orlando – qualities
for which the Linda Gooden Legacy Award
was created.

The Breeze

Weathers loved working with real problems
and real issues. “I tend to think of problems
from a multidisciplinary mindset because that
way of thinking is at the core of JMU’s ISAT
curriculum.”

Cory Weathers in his dorm at James Madison University

@TheBreezeJMU

@TheBreezeJMU

Weathers came to JMU in 2000 on a full
athletic scholarship, with the intent to pursue
a major in ISAT and continue engineering
after graduation. He attributes much of his
growth as a young engineer to the mentorship
of professors.

SHAPING THE NEXT
GENERATION

Thursday, October 17, 2019
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FUEL YOUR INNER FIRE™

5

$

GETS YOU INTO
ROCKTOWN’S
HOTTEST SPOT

Every Friday night at 630 pm
Doors open at 6 pm

Visit RocktownHotYoga.com/flow

Bring Your Car to College
Private parking lot for JMU
freshmen with 24/7 security
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Award aside, Weathers says that
his greatest accomplishment
Cory Weathers celebrating receiving the Linda Gooden Legacy Black
in life has been to marry his Engineer of the Year Award
wife and having two beautiful
That’s all we could ask for.”
children. “They’re 10 and four,
excited about learning and already asking Even at home, Cory Weathers is shaping the
good questions about how the world works. next generation.

The Breeze
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Weathers noted that growing up in Baltimore,
he didn’t have role models like him pursuing
a career in STEM and that was difficult. “I’m
most passionate about being able to serve as
an example to people who look up to me,
who’ve grown up in communities like mine,
with family experiences like mine.” That’s
one of the driving forces for Weathers being
a mentor and speaking with young students
at underrepresented schools in Orlando and
other cities in which he has lived. “Diversity
and inclusion are key to the results we

But Weathers isn’t just a source
of guidance in Orlando.
He has also been a mentor to
Lee Reynolds (’13), a fellow
Duke, football player and
STEM professional whom
he’s shared a close friendship
with since graduation. “I took
advantage of the opportunities
I had while at JMU and they’ve
stayed with me ever since. JMU
has that special sauce.”

@TheBreezeJMU
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“Diversity is critical
in our ability to solve
such tough problems.”

accomplish as a company. We
work on very large systems that
are used around the world and
we need perspective and input
from everyone. Diversity is
critical in our ability to solve
such tough problems.”

@breezejmu

@breezejmu

largest IT provider to the U.S. government.
While accepting this distinguished award,
Weathers acknowledged much has changed
since his childhood memory of fixing his
grandmothers stereo. “Systems I help build
are more complex and our customers missions
are much more critical, but one thing hasn’t
changed. To me, true accomplishment comes
from service to others.”

The perfect way to try Hot Yoga
It’s Heated Vinyasa style yoga set to music.
It’s an experience of unparalleled degree.™

Downtown Harrisonburg
90 North Main Street, Suite 101
(behind Walkabout Outfitters)

540.433.9642

RocktownHotYoga.com/flow

Email us at freshmenlots@gmail.com
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for more information and to sign up
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“I had never seen New York City like this, it
was empty. Nobody was on the streets and
not only did I have to come to work, most
days I worked 18 hours a day,” Lennon said.
“ I learned the most during this time. It was
all hands on deck and everybody was working
their hardest, so I learned a ton about the news
industry and seeing people creating really
great work during a really difficult time.”

By Talia Davis

Randi Clarke Lennon (‘01) grew up working
behind the scenes in theater, but it wasn’t
until someone suggested going into television
that Lennon began to see herself in that arena.

“I stepped on campus with my parents and
someone walked right up to us and said ‘Hi,
do you need any help finding something?’”
Being from the north, Lennon was not

Lennon applied to early action to JMU and
despite getting into other schools, has never
looked back on her decision to attend JMU.
The JMU School of Media Arts and Design
(SMAD) provided Lennon with a wide range
of knowledge and experiences to prepare her
for life after graduation.

“My senior year we did a newscast once a
week and we got to do every job — whether
it be technical or editorial and [I learned] all
these different aspects,” Lennon said. “Having
professors in the SMAD program that worked
in the industry or are working in the industry
still, was amazing because they are telling
you what to expect when you leave, and how
things actually happen in the real world.”
After she graduated in 2001, Lennon moved
to New York City to work at NBC as a
production associate on the show “Dateline.”
A couple of months into her job, the Twin
Towers were attacked.

“A big part of it is my husband is a stay at
home dad, which is amazing because I
honestly think, especially when I was in the
news, I don’t think I could’ve done [CBS
This Morning] without him being with the
kids because [of the early] schedule,” Lennon
said. “ I have to 100% focus on work and not
every parent has that ability if both parents
are working.”
Lennon hopes to still be working on
television for years to come but for now, she is
happy where she is. As she looks back on her
journey, she is also proud of how times have
changed, giving women more opportunities
in her field.
“One thing I always focus on is how the
industry is changing so much and that
women can hold jobs that are ‘a little more
technical,’ now,” Lennon said. “My current
staff, I made a point to try to hire women in
positions that are typically held by men and
it’s a really cool time because I don’t know if
females at JMU now would even say ‘Oh, I’ll
never be a director,’ and I think that is really
awesome. I always come back to is the fact
that it changed so much since I started and
there’s so much opportunity for people to do
whatever they want.”
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As a Bergen County, New Jersey native,
Lennon discovered JMU through a friend
and was attracted to JMU’s campus vibe and
its beautiful campus. After a campus tour, she
fell in love with JMU.

accustomed to that level of hospitality.
Lennon said, “As we were walking around
campus, three or four people came up and
were so nice and outgoing and I was like, ‘I
love that,’ I felt like campus felt like home to
me.”

Lennon’s schedule now consists of going
into work at 7:00 a.m. The show is live on
Mondays at 10 a.m. and on Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 10 a.m. and a second show at

This new schedule allows Lennon to spend
more time with her husband and two kids.
Luckily for her, she lives one town over from
her hometown in New Jersey and has the
support of her family with her career.

breezejmu.org
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She directed on the show for seven years,
which she enjoyed because she still got to work
in news. Yet, with a family at home, going to

“We’re doing a lot of stories that dive deeper
into topics that are in the news now and
it’s actually an interesting hybrid of my cast
because it’s taking time to really talk about
[the topic],” Lennon said. “What I’m excited
about is getting to do topics that are affecting
people and things that people are connecting
with.”

1:30 p.m. Lennon says on Wednesdays and
Thursdays it’s more relaxed because they go in
and have some meetings and prepare for the
next shows.

The Breeze

LIGHTS, CAMERA,

“I don’t want to say it was depressing but in a
way, it was because we all worked so hard to
make the show what it was, and then you hit
this wall of all a sudden, you’re reporting on
your own show,” Lennon said. “I still always
say that Norah O’Donnell and Gayle King,
who went on the air the next morning after
Charlie was fired put it perfectly how most
of the staff was feeling. I also think that it
probably bonded everyone, a little bit because
we all had to come together to get through it,
and keep the show going.”

work at 2:30 a.m. wasn’t ideal and she also
wanted to try something new. In 2019, she
decided to enter the world of daytime as the
director for the “Tamron Hall Show.” She is
excited to still be focusing on the news but in
a non-fast paced way.

@TheBreezeJMU

While at “The View,” she was put on the
director’s guild, which put her on the path
to becoming a director. She started directing
in 2008 on CBS’ “The Early Show,” now
“CBS This Morning.” During her time with
the show, anchor Charlie Rose was accused
of sexual assault allegations, which caused a
detour on their highly successful show.

@breezejmu

Lennon stayed at Dateline for three years.
Afterward, she went on to become a
production associate for NBC’s “Last Call
with Carson Daly,” and ABC’s “The View.”

THE MOM COMPLEX
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By Talia Davis
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But it all started with an idea in 2010 while
Katherine was on maternity leave with her
second child. While watching TV and caring
for her son, she couldn’t help but notice how
mothers were portrayed in advertising.

Katherine decided to start The Mom
Complex, and her personal experience
with self-doubt combined with her years of

Slay Like a Mother debuted this year and
Parade Magazine named it “One of the Top
10 life-changing self-help books of 2019.”
Its success has taken Katherine to stages all

over the world in 2019 with appearances on
The Today Show and GMA Today.

“To be able to stand
in front of women and
know that this book
is out in the world is a
dream come true.”

“I’m extraordinarily happy and fulfilled and
I have amazing work-life balance and I’ll
never go back to working the schedule I
did in the past,” Wintsch said. “I don’t need
more than what I have right now and that
feels pretty amazing.”
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Although she is a CEO and author,
Wintsch refuses to sacrifice her sanity as an
entrepreneur. She says growth isn’t the goal
at her consulting company, she’d prefer to
do good work with good people and then
go home and see her family. In fact, in the
future, she hopes to still be running The
Mom Complex and still be promoting the
work behind Slay Like a Mother.

breezejmu.org

“To be able to stand in front of women and
know that this book is out in the world is
a dream come true,” Wintsch said. “I hear
from women all the time about how much
my book has changed the trajectory of their
life. I know what it feels like to be filled
with self-doubt, so I know how meaningful
it is to them to be free of that doubt. It’s
extraordinarily rewarding.”

The Breeze

When she returned from leave, this divide
was confirmed with the results of a client
research study that showed the number
one emotion mothers feel is self-doubt. The
study included 5,000 mothers in 17 global
markets, and every mother was battling
a dragon of self-doubt, regardless of the
mother’s age, ethnicity, household income,
marital status, or geography.

research with mothers inspired her to write
Slay Like a Mother, a self-help book for
mothers. The book teaches mothers how selfdoubt starts, why it grows and how to slay
it. While the book is wildly popular today,
the path to getting published wasn’t exactly
smooth sailing. Katherine’s book proposal
was rejected by 23 publishers, but after a lot
of introspection and late-night work sessions
(and maybe a few cry sessions), Katherine
landed a major book deal. The only catch
was that the publisher needed the book
written in seven months. Katherine agreed,
completely clearing her schedule for the
seven months and writing for at least nine
hours a day, five days a week.

@TheBreezeJMU

“It was all so idealized and glamorized,”
Katherine said. “Women dancing around in
high heels baking cupcakes, and I was barely
holding it together as a new mom. I felt this
extraordinary divide between how hard it
was to be a mother and the way motherhood
was brought to life in advertising.”

@breezejmu

atherine Wintsch (‘99) is on a
mission to make the lives of mothers
easier. As Founder and CEO of The
Mom Complex, Katherine and her team
study the passion and pain points of mothers
around the world to help develop innovative
new products, services, and strategies to
make moms’ lives easier. They’ve worked
alongside some of the world’s largest momfocused companies including Walmart,
Chobani, Pinterest, Kimberly Clark, and the
Discovery Network. Katherine’s sought-after
research and expertise have been featured by
The Today Show, the New York Times, the
Wall Street Journal, and Fast Company.
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BECOMING A

BLUE ANGEL
@breezejmu

BY SARAH CHASE (’17)

L

@TheBreezeJMU

Cox grew up in Chesapeake, Virginia, with a heritage of military
experience—his grandfather, grandmother and father all served in the
military. When choosing a college, he looked everywhere on the East
Coast.

@TheBreezeJMU

t. James Cox (’05) always knew he wanted to join the Navy.
But he never expected he would one day showcase the pride and
professionalism of naval aviation as a Blue Angel. On Sept. 11,
2018, Cox joined 15 other pilots in the famed flight demonstration
squadron. He has nothing but gratitude as he looks back on the road
that led him there.

@breezejmu

Lt. James Cox (’05) represents the grit and resilience of
those in public service. Now a Blue Angel, Cox credits both
JMU and the Navy for the success he has experienced
throughout his military career.

Cox said, “I almost immediately knew I wanted to go to JMU when
I stepped onto campus. It was beautiful… and the atmosphere was so
much more lively than other campuses.”
The Breeze
breezejmu.org

Cox attributes his success to grit, dedication and others’ beliefs in his
abilities.
“I remember professors at JMU asking how they could help me
succeed,” he said. “They took time to sit down and help me do better.
I still think about that every day.”

James Cox (‘05) (third from right) with his Blue Angels team.

Cox is also appreciative of the opportunities the Navy afforded him.
“It is a culture that promotes professionalism and breeds success to
those who have the drive to succeed. In addition to hard work and
determination, I am very grateful to the leadership and role models
who have helped me get to where I am,” he said.
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After earning his wings in 2011, Cox served the Navy in multiple
capacities before reporting to Naval Air Station in Fallon, Nevada,
for the U.S. Navy Fighter Weapons School, known as TOPGUN.
Upon completion in 2016, he reported to Strike Fighter Weapons
School Atlantic, serving as a tactics instructor, subject matter expert
on combat jet weapons systems and an airborne instructor.

breezejmu.org

In 2005, Cox graduated with a Bachelor of Science in public
administration and worked in sales and consulting in Arlington,
Virginia, where he eventually met his wife, fellow Duke Jennifer Fields
(’05, ’06M). At this point, Cox realized he was ready to pursue his
Navy dream and applied to Officer Candidate School in Newport,
Rhode Island. He graduated in 2009 and transitioned from civilian
life to a military career.

The Breeze

After a tour, Cox already felt a sense of community and knew JMU
was where he wanted his home to be for the next four years. “I sought
JMU for the community that I felt from day one.”
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“I’ve been humbly afforded this opportunity,”
he said.
“But this goes beyond the scoreboard,
beyond the field, beyond the office and

Cox sees this as leading from behind,
embracing the unglamorous job of hard work
and accepting that setbacks are part of the
journey. “I think that’s why I’m most excited
to get into the community as a Blue Angel
and share my story of failures and growth,” he
said. “If I’m able to affect the life of just one
person, it’s worth it.”

@TheBreezeJMU

Now, as a Blue Angel, Cox
represents the grit and resilience
of the men and women in
service and acknowledges that
the belief and encouragement of others
helped him get there.

For Cox, becoming a Blue Angel really has
been about life beyond the cockpit. “JMU
has this saying about Being the Change, but
you can’t ‘be the change’ unless you are the
change. If you aren’t already living in that
capacity, you have to embody it yourself.”

@breezejmu

Lambda,
Cox learned
skills such as
conducting himself
professionally aand being
an outstanding citizen.

beyond
the cockpit. It’s
the sense of community and
desire to positively affect the lives of others
that will always matter.”

The Blue Angels performing one of their challenging manuvers

Each applicant must be a career-oriented, carrier-qualified and
active-duty Navy or Marine Corps tactical jet pilot with a minimum
of 1,250 flight hours. After applicants are selected to join the team,
they undergo rigorous training—flying two to three times a day for
six months—before touring. Officers generally serve two to three
years, while enlisted personnel serve three to four years.

The Breeze

The Breeze

Cox was encouraged to apply to be a Blue Angel, but being qualified
to even apply takes an impressive résumé.
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This is one aspect that Cox is most excited to represent and
something he ties back to his experience at JMU. “JMU’s whole
message, itssense of community outreach, creativity, resilience and
optimism, means a lot to me.”
The academic experience is one that every college student has, but
it was outside of the classroom where Cox felt he gained life and
character-building qualities. As an active member of Alpha Kappa

Thursday, October 17, 2019

The Blue Angels were established in 1946 under order from Adm.
Chester W. Nimitz, chief of naval operations, to keep the public
interested in naval aviation. In its 73-year history, the team has served
as ambassadors of goodwill across the globe. Flight demonstrations
showcase the excellence, teamwork and professionalism found in
all Navy and Marine Corps units. The team also prioritizes visiting
hospitals, schools and community functions in each air show city.
Since its inception, the team has flown for more than 450 million
spectators and had countless interactions with schools, students
and communities to inspire leadership and military appreciation.

breezejmu.org

breezejmu.org

“After completing a tour with Blue Angels, both officers and
enlisted [personnel] return to the fleet,” Cox said.

PURPLE FRIDAYS

At JMU #WEBLEEDPURPLE every day,
but especially on Fridays!

Show us that #GoDukes spirit on social media for a chance
to win JMU gear. Get spotted by the Spirit Squad on campus
for more chances to win!

1911
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Learn more about the 1911 society
While JMU was founded in 1908, it wasn’t until 1911 that the first
graduating students walked across the commencement stage.
With JMU’s first graduating class came the need for an Alumnae
Association, which was founded on June 3, 1911.

1.

need

Meet and greet with prominent JMU alumni spanning
career fields and locations to build a personal professional
network, which could lead to future career opportunities

@breezejmu

Being a part of 1911 includes

2. Acquire and sharpen leadership and communication skills
guest speakers

4. Invitations to exclusive programs and events
5. Assist with on-campus, local and regional alumni events,

@TheBreezeJMU

3. Professional development through workshops and

including: Homecoming, JMU Giving Day, Madison Network
events, Bluestone Reunions, Commencement, Alumni
Chapter events and more!

Learn more at alumni.jmu.edu/1911Society

The Breeze

6. Promote and instill loyalty and pride in JMU!

breezejmu.org
Thursday, October 17, 2019

856 East is where you want to be!
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ALUMNI by the numbers
Alumni across the nation
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SEMESTER PROGRAMS

5 APPLY NOW!

SEMESTER-LONG ABROAD PROGRAMS

JMU Alumni Association

Board of Directors

41

Visit jmu.edu/global/abroad
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BUILDING COMMUNITIES, PROVIDING
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OPPORTUNITIES
BY JACOB NEFF

J

@breezejmu

During her tenure at Ronald McDonald House Charities of Maryland,
she has seen several dozen JMU alumni become involved in the
projects of the organization, which supports families whose children
are receiving treatment for chronic illness or injury. Whether there was
a need for donations of time, talents or finances, JMU alumni have
fulfilled these needs enthusiastically.

@TheBreezeJMU
The Breeze
breezejmu.org

46 Laurel Hill Road
Verona, VA 24482
540.248.5300 office
sales@midvalleypress.com

midvalleypress.com

If you ask the RMHC team what it’s like to stay at a Ronald McDonald
House, they likely will tell you that “it’s kind of like the Ritz meets
Disney meets grandma’s house.” Their goal is to provide opportunities
for children to enjoy childhood despite their medical situation. “We
are set up like a hotel,” Pagnotti said. “What they [the children] know
at the hospital is poking, prodding and chemotherapy… at Ronald
McDonald they know that dogs visit and they can be a kid.”
In addition to constructing Maryland’s only Ronald McDonald
House, Pagnotti and her team have partnered with Baltimore City
Department of Recreation and Parks to restore McKim Park. The
renovation will include a new basketball court, playground and
upgraded park space. McKim Park and the newly built Ronald
McDonald House sit across from each other in Jonestown, one of the
oldest neighborhoods in Baltimore.
Few have impacted the lives of Baltimore youth like Pagnotti. “At the
Ronald McDonald House, we can’t make the medicine taste better,
the hospitals less scary or the treatments less painful … but we can
Be the Change for a sick or dying child and their family by bringing
comfort, compassion and even joy to their journey.”

breezejmu.org/newsletters
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Find out what’s
happening by signing
up for a twice-weekly
newsletter!

breezejmu.org

DESIGN.
PRINT.
MAIL.
HERE.

As the home grew in size, so did the number of JMU alumni making
a difference in the build. Diane Lewis Robinson (’85), owner of
DLR w, worked tirelessly with Pagnotti to promote the project and
bring a Ronald McDonald House into the Baltimore skyline. Kim
Hobart Zaruba (’85) is a longtime volunteer with RMHC Maryland,
donating countless hours to the project. There is a “spirit of service
and community” in JMU alumni, Pagnotti said, “an underlying sense
of pride that is shared.”

The Breeze
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In August 2010, she was chosen as the next CEO and president of
Ronald McDonald House Charities of Maryland. Her first task was to
build a Ronald McDonald House in Baltimore, a project that would
take seven years to complete and cost $35 million. As shocking as

Change begins “with a big impact in a small place, and builds from
there,” she said. “We can certainly lift the burdens of these families.”

Welcome
back to your
old stompin'
grounds!

@TheBreezeJMU

A Baltimore resident and public relations professional for over 25
years, Pagnotti saw her “empty nest” as a chance to begin a new career.
With her daughter living in Harrisonburg at her alma mater, Pagnotti
set her sights on the nonprofit sector. “I was motivated to spend the
second half of my career in service to others,” Pagnotti said. “It’s been
the greatest and most rewarding decision I’ve ever made.”

those figures were, Pagnotti was unfazed.

@breezejmu

ames Madison University is community. At least, that’s how Sandy
Sneen Pagnotti (’84) sees it. If anyone could provide a firsthand
account of the impact that Being the Change can have on a community,
it would be Pagnotti.

GLENs Fair
Price store

@TheBreezeJMU

@breezejmu
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The Best halloween
store in town
227 N. Main St.
Downtown Harrisonburg, VA 22802

Thursday, October 17, 2019

breezejmu.org

The Breeze

540-434-8272

MADISON

CONNECTION

Mon-Fri: 11a-6p | Sat: 11a-5p

Over 2,000 costumes
To rent or buy

Everything you need for
Halloween and much more!
glensfairprice.net

Madison Connection is JMU's student-staffed call center. The Madison Connection team calls alumni, parents and
friends of the university in an attempt to connect people back to their Madison Experience as well as working to
bring in donations to the university. The Madison Connection staff are true ambassadors for JMU. Meet two of the
faces behind the phone.
MEET KAYLA!

MEET CAIT!

Kayla is a junior Interdisciplinary
Liberal Studies (IDLS) major/
TESOL minor and has worked
at MadCon since Spring of 2018.
On campus, Kayla is involved with
intervarsity and Big Brothers Big
Sisters.

Cait is a junior psychology major/
sociology minor. Cait is part of the
JMU Counseling Center Internship
and feels MadCon gives invaluable
experience to students.

“Every shift I work leaves me
happier then I came. It feels great
to be able to talk to alumni and
parents about JMU has impacted.
Everyone who loves JMU should
work at MadCon!”

“There’s no job like MadCon, it’s
such a fun work environment but
also helps develop people skills
both on and off the phone. Going
into a career that requires a lot of
human interaction (ABA Therapy),
MadCon is the best on campus job
to develop skills that will help me
get hired after graduation!”
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One alumna uses analysis, creativity and precision to tell a story

By Shannon Shevlin (’19)

Paynter went on to attend the Columbia

Graduate School of Journalism, graduating
in spring 2019 and winning Columbia’s sole
student award for financial journalism. In
the months since, she joined the Dow Jones
News Fund business reporting program
which gives intensive business reporting
training to young journalists, placing them
in newsrooms around the country. As part
of this program, Paynter spent 10 weeks at
Newsday on Long Island using census data
or case studies to report on employment
and cost of living topics. After working as
the interim Chicago real estate reporter for
The Real Deal, New York’s top real estate

magazine, Paynter accepted her new role as a
reporter with Yahoo Finance where she will
begin working in the coming months.
Paynter appreciates the opportunities that
prepared her for her current role and beyond.
She expressed, “JMU taught me not to be
afraid of numbers and data. Most journalists
joined the field because they are writers, as I
am. But it leaves us often lacking in data and
research literacy. I got that as a psychology
student.” She identified specific classes and
professors that built a strong foundation
and support system for her, and continued,
“The most valuable class I ever took was psyc
statistics with Kevin Apple. JMU taught me
to look at research critically, and that gives
me a competitive edge as a journalist.”

While Paynter’s next steps are undisclosed,
her future is bright. She will continue writing
for major networks and online news sites,
illustrating how ambition, hard work and
investment in oneself are key components of
any success.
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Emphasizing the importance of hands-on,
immersive experience, Paynter advised future
students at JMU, “Real-world experience is
the most important thing to employers. Get
as many internships and pertinent jobs as
you can – employers care more about that
than your GPA.” She added, “The [best]
thing you can do to invest in your future is
to invest in yourself.”

breezejmu.org

WRITING THE
NARRATIVE

An innovative and entrepreneurial student,
Paynter accepted a role as manager of the
Center for Entrepreneurship at JMU upon
graduation. Yet, something was missing and
Paynter knew in her heart that she wanted
to write. She moved home to Teaneck, New
Jersey and began freelancing, primarily
for engineering publications including
e-NABLE and Wevolver, in addition to
working as a branding and communication
consultant for realtors, travel agents and
even dentists.

The Breeze

The Breeze

@TheBreezeJMU

An Honors College student, Paynter
graduated with a B.S. in Psychology. As an
undergraduate, she completed internships in
grant writing, nonprofit management and
technical communication. She also launched
a drone business after spending time at the
JMU makerspace and X-Labs, highlighting
how creativity and curiosity are the primary
drivers of learning. She explained, “We’d fly
drones over farms to collect data about plant
health, do aerial pictures and video for real
estate, and make 3D models of historical
buildings.”

@TheBreezeJMU
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@breezejmu

t the heart of every achievement
is a person with great resilience,
grit and tenacity. Distinguished
alumna Sarah Paynter (’17) has made the
most of her experiences since leaving JMU,
demonstrating what it means to follow
a passion and contribute to the world. A
talented journalist with an analytical edge,
Paynter has achieved significant professional
success, reflecting her ambitious work ethic
and strong character, as well as the spirit of
JMU.

TAKE THE MAZE TO
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CUT OUT YOUR OWN

FLAT DUKE DOG
and take him wherever you go

down

2. We all bleed ___
3. JMU has the 3 biggest ___ trees on
the east coast

@breezejmu

@breezejmu

1. After you graduate you can join one
of the 35 ___ Alumni Chapters

4. The ___ costume cost over $2,000
5. ___ is our favorite singing president

9. The quad cats are named Jimmy & ___

across

@TheBreezeJMU

@TheBreezeJMU

6. ___ is JMU’s most popular name for
both current students and alumni

7. ___ is the most popular major at JMU
8. Before JMU, we went by ___ College

Gluten-Friendly Deli & Bakery Breakfast ALL DAY!

The Breeze
breezejmu.org

www.cinnbear.com

540.433.2867

600 E. University Blvd. Harrisonburg, VA

#FlatDukeDog
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10. ___ Hall originally had a pool in it.
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ALUMNI

@TheBreezeJMU
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PAGE 19-18 ANSWERS
A. Carrier

D. Miller

B. Duke

E. Burress

C. Alger

F. Rose

breezejmu.org

@JMUAlumniAssoc
facebook.com/JMUAlumni

CROSSWORD ANSWERS

@JMUAlumni

1. Regional

6. Michael

JMU Alumni Association

2. Purple

7. Health Sciences

3. Chestnut

8. Madison

4. Duke Dog

9. Dolly

5. Alger

10. Keezell

Share your photos using #FlatDukeDog on
Facebook and Twitter or email pictures to the
JMU Alumni Association at alumni@jmu.edu
Learn about the
JMU Alumni Association at jmu.edu/alumni

brand new clubhouses | renovated apartments

f

Check us out!

540.432.0600 | live-thehills.com
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The Hills of Harrisonburg

@TheBreezeJMU
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Discover The Best Kept Secret In Student Banking

Free Checking Account

2.1% APY

No Monthly Fees or Minimum
Balance Requirements

Access 80,000+ Free
ATMs, 4 On Campus

Madison Union Branch

Loans & Credit Cards

Financial Resources

Plus 6,000 Shared
Branches Nationwide

Borrow for Any
Worthwhile Purpose

Free Seminars, Webinars,
and Videos
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The Breeze

Youth Savings Account
*

Visa® Debit Card

Online & Mobile Banking
Account Access Anytime,
Anywhere

Free Bank to Bank
Transfers
Send and Receive
Money Quickly

Banking is Better Here

Visit cofcu.org/jmustudent and open your account today!
Madison Union Branch (Next to the Post Office) ■ (800) 424-3334
Mon-Thurs: 9:00am–5:00pm ■ Fri: 9:00am–5:30pm
Federally Insured by NCUA. Equal Opportunity Lender.

Annual Percentage Yield (APY). Students earn 2.1% APY on the first $1,000 on deposit.

*

V5.15.19

